




“SuStainability iS the ability  
to enSure that the needS  
of the preSent are met without 
compromiSing the ability  
of future generationS to meet 
their own needS”.

the world commiSSion on environment & development, 1987
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Dear Stakeholder,

Sustainability has always been an integral part of our way of conducting business.

the roots of our culture lay deep within the grounds of cooperation, in those principles that have inspired 

iGD with a balanced business model and a long term growth strategy. this important legacy has made it 

somewhat natural for us to pay a great deal of attention to our stakeholders’ requests.

operating within the large-scale retail segment of the real estate sector with a portfolio verging on 2 billion 

euros and with a leading position on the italian market, we feel we need to play our role responsibly.

on the one hand, the thought of our already valid portfolio in terms of sustainability is comforting: we 

are convinced that if we had not had clear principles to follow in the economic-financial, corporate and en-

vironmental fields we would not have been able to achieve the healthy and consistent growth that IGD has 

accomplished and continues to accomplish since it was first listed.

on the other hand, the fact of having reached these targets does not exempt us from thinking about how 

to evolve and continually strengthen our “sustainable” business approach. only in this way can we face the 
growing complexity that the external scenario offers us, regarding both the aspects connected to the im-

portant size that our business has reached and the unmistakable discontinuity in consumptions that the 

economic crisis has caused. indeed we compete with this complexity every day: we operate in different con-
texts – in 11 regions in italy and in 13 cities in romania – and we communicate daily with a large number of 
people, including, for example, approximately 1,150 tenants that rent spaces in our Shopping Centres. With 

regard to the changes produced by the crisis, we said: understanding correctly the altered needs of our end 

customers in this difficult period of recovery from the recession will be a crucial factor for success.

More generally, we are witnessing profound changes in all the areas in which our stakeholders can be 

found. We can feel the urgency with which our society strives to see more regulated, transparent and “re-

sponsible” procurement processes in companies. We understand the new expectations of workers in terms 

of suitably enhancing their commitment and talent, in terms of equal rights and of making family life and 

work life coexist. lastly, we are aware of how focused institutional investors are – and not only the ethical 

or “green” ones – on the systems of governance and the social and environmental performance of listed 

companies.

We have therefore felt the need to provide our endeavours with a method, a standard and precise targets: 

this first Sustainability Report is the result.

First of all we have mapped our stakeholders in order to understand towards whom we are responsible and 

for what. this has led us to identify six distinct areas of interest bearers: those who work in iGD, the tenants 

that represent our business counter-parts, our suppliers, Shopping Centre visitors and local communities 

SuStainability report 2010
letter to StaKeholderS
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and finally, the financial community represented by our shareholders, our debt capital financers and the spe-

cialised press. Lastly, we have put the environment into a specifically dedicated area.

For each area we have defined guidelines to help us communicate with that particular stakeholder category. 

Then we have identified and calculated several performance indicators, which enable us to measure the 

significant impact of our business. As this is our first Sustainability Report, the data refers to 2010: starting 

from next year we will be able to verify the evolution of our performance, but not only this, as we will also be 

able to verify the extent to which we have met our improvement targets that we have committed ourselves 

to achieving; targets that we have set both for the short and medium term.

We believe that all the targets that we have set for the future represent a great challenge for us. even though 

we are just at the beginning of this path of sustainability, this Report being the first step, we count on being 

able to take advantage of the fact that not only have we established clear and correct relations with our sta-

keholders but we have also always listened to them and have often involved them in our decisions.

a lot of companies, for example are committed, within the scope of their business, to respecting the territory 

within which they operate: for us this is not enough. We believe we must enter into the communities, analyse 

them, understand their needs and, by creating or restyling a specific Shopping Centre, offer an effective re-

sponse. We realise that the presence of our centres alters the landscape, the traffic and the local life: it produ-

ces an environmental and social change. We are in daily contact with the local authorities, with the consumer 

associations and with the traders’ associations, because we believe that just the fact of managing to create 

an attractive proposal in terms of products and services for the end customers in the specificity of each indivi-

dual territory, can ensure interesting returns for the tenants and, in the end, recurring positive results for iGD.

In 2010 we launched a new Group marketing plan, the synthesis of which can be found in its payoff: “IGD, 
spaces to be lived in”. Our Shopping Centre sets out to be attractive under different profiles and not only in 

response to consumer needs and for a varied public in terms of interests and ages groups. the plan unites a 

series of retail initiatives with those of a social-cultural nature. this common identity, however, is always then 

developed to take into account the characteristics of the local area.

Similarly, as far as the organisation of a determined merchandising mix and tenant mix to be included in a 

specific mall are concerned, we never “drop” a predefined ideal combination onto an area: we try and reflect 

on the consumer types of the local inhabitants and to represent what the local retailers have to offer.

IGD has come through the most important economic-financial crisis of the last few decades closing 2010 
with record results in terms of revenues, operating margins and profits that the Board of Directors proposed 

to distribute to iGD’s shareholders. The investment plan has never halted: over the last two years iGD’s por-

tfolio has expanded with the addition of six new Shopping Centres, and, as shown in the 2009-2013 Strategic 

plan, iGD is still committed to further growth, not only in terms of its real estate portfolio, but also in terms 

of gaining higher profitability, with a forecasted portfolio yield at the expiry of the plan of between 6.4% and 

6.5%. invest “responsibly” means, in fact, to have enough returns to be able to recompense our shareholders 

and financers: in order to do this we must be able to count on revenue flows from rents coming from tenants 

that are capable of sustaining those rents throughout the economic cycle.

In IGD, profitable growth and the ability to maintain a healthy economic-portfolio situation even during the 

crisis has been, and in the future will remain, possible because the strategic plan targets form part of a 
path of sustainability. in 2010, for example, when facing an enduring weakness in household consumptions, 
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IGD defined a policy of temporary discounts to help tenants that were valid but with momentary difficulties 

and it followed a prudential control of facility management costs: a decision dictated by the desire to reconcile 

iGD’s own plans with its business counter-parts’ economic state of health.

lastly, we hope that this Sustainability report is carefully read by all of you so that you can understand our 

endeavours better and help us achieve the targets we have set. We would like to ask you, therefore, to pro-

vide us with your comments so that this report can become a further incentive for a constructive dialogue 

with our stakeholders.

We are extremely grateful to all of you for your contribution in having helped iGD achieve the aforementio-

ned targets: we would like to thank our employees who with everything they do every day, determine what 

IGD is for others. We would like to thank our Shopping Centre customers, tenants, investors, financers and 

suppliers who every day believe in us and continue to work together with us.

you can count on our commitment to remain faithful to our responsible approach and to achieve the targets 

stated in our strategic plan, which can guarantee us a solid economic-financial profile. We will try to under-

stand better and better the needs of our stakeholders and we will make every effort once again in 2011 to 

meet those needs to the widest extent possible.

We will work together to make iGD, which we believe today is already a great company, into an even 

better one.

  The Chairman  The Chief Executive Officer

 Gilberto Coffari         Claudio Albertini
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This document is the first Sustainability 

report drawn up by immobiliare Grande 

Distribuzione SiiQ S.p.a. (iGD SiiQ for short) 

and it describes the characteristics of im-

mobiliare Grande Distribuzione SiiQ S.p.a. 

Group (iGD from herein), the recent phases 

relating to its growth, targets for future de-

velopment and the main results obtained 

during 2010 regarding economic, environ-

mental and social sustainability.

a lot of people in the headquarters and in 

the network have been involved in the pha-

se leading up to the creation of this report 

and they have contributed by sending the 

necessary data and relevant remarks. this 

is what has made the publication of this 

report possible and in such a way as to 

make it a management tool for the Com-

pany at all levels, right from the first issue.

this document reports the strategies and 

the economic, social and environmental 

performance that the Company achieved 

during 2010 for each stakeholder, starting 

from mapping the stakeholders that are 

important for iGD.

to make this information explicit, each sec-

tion of this report is organised as follows: 

guidelines, which represent the stra-
tegy that steered the actions and the 
results obtained during the year;

description of actions and results 
obtained during the year to which the 
Report refers, with the aid of indicators;

improvement targets, identified by the 
Work Group, with the specification (in 
brackets) of both the year in which they 
are to be pursued and whether they 
refer to Italy, Romania or both.

Contents of the  
sustainability RepoRt

this report has been drawn up following 

the report guidelines of the Global repor-

ting initiative (Gri-G3), which provide a 

globally recognised framework for repor-

ting economic, social and environmental 

performance.

in order to ensure the completeness and 

relevance for the stakeholders, in other 

words materiality, of the matters dealt 

with in this Report, different elements were 

taken into account when defining the fields 

to be covered:

the matters of sustainability that 

characterise the real estate sector. 

For this purpose the sectorial 

Guidelines drawn up by GRI 

(“Sustainability Reporting Guidelines 

- Construction and Real Estate 

Supplement”) have been analysed and 

a benchmark has been created on the 

matters dealt with by our main Italian 

and European competitors when 

reporting sustainability;

IGD’s mission, values and corporate 
strategy, whose cultural roots and 

history put social responsibility, 

economic sustainability and business 

ethics at the heart of its organisation. 

In order to identify in detail the 

aspects of the business in which IGD’s 

“sustainable” approach is manifested, 

the Company’s plans have been 

analysed and internal interviews have 

been carried out with the managers 

of all the different sections of the 

Company;

the matters of larger interest for IGD’s 

stakeholders and in particular for 

the investor and financial community, 

which places more and more 

emphasis on the extra-financial 

aspects of corporate performance. 

peRimeteRs

the information refers to the period 1 Ja-

nuary – 31 December 2010. Most of the 

indicators are accompanied by the compa-

rison with the performance regarding both 

2008 and 2009.

the activity and the indicators that have 

been reported refer to immobiliare Grande 

Distribuzione SiiQ S.p.a. Group. the infor-

mation contained in paragraph 1.5 (Gover-

nance System) and in Section 2 (Sharehol-

ders, investors and Financial Community) 

refers to the group leader iGD SiiQ S.p.a., 

which exercises steering and control po-

wer over all the other companies of the 

Group1. 

methodological preface

“The main results  
obtained during 2010 
regarding economic, 
environmental and  
social sustainability”

1 please see page 14 for further details
on the Group structure
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1.0
iDentità
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SPACES TO BE LIVED IN
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2008: acquIsITIon In RomanIa anD The TRansfoRmaTIon InTo a sIIq 
- iGD took over Winmarkt Magazine Sa, which controlled a portfolio of 15 Shopping 

Centres in 14 different cities in Romania.

- iGD opted for the SiiQ - Società di investimento immobiliare Quotate (real estate 
investment trust) - tax regime, becoming iGD SiiQ.

2009: new openInGs of shoppInG cenTRes anD The aRRIval of a new 
chIef execuTIve offIceR  
- iGD continued with its planned investments with important openings of new 

Shopping Centres.

- on 30 april Claudio albertini, already a Director of iGD and Manager of uGF Group, 
was nominated as the new Chief Executive Officer.

- at 31 December 2009 the market value of the Group’s real estate portfolio 
exceeded 1.7 billion euros.

2010: IGD InauGuRaTeD anoTheR Two new shoppInG cenTRes anD 
solD ITs 50% sTake In RGD
- in the last two months of the year iGD inaugurated  “la torre” Shopping Centre in 

palermo and “Coné” Shopping Centre with adjoining retail park in Conegliano. 

- the sale of its 50% stake in rGD joint venture to beni Stabili was carried out in 
December.

- at 31 December 2010 the market value of iGD’s real estate portfolio exceeded 1.8 
billion euros, according to an appraisal carried out by an independent expert.

1977-1999: the long journey of eSP, which in 1983  
became paRT of The coop woRlD 
- 1977: eSp Dettaglianti associati S.r.l. was founded and its primary objective was 

that of company rentals and property rentals for the sale of non-food products in 
the ravenna area.

- 1998: building of the first Shopping Centre

2000-2004: with the two PartnerS, cooP adriatica and unicooP 
TIRReno, IGD was founDeD anD conTInueD To Develop 
- 2000: the name of the company became “immobiliare Grande Distribuzione 

S.p.a.”, with the transfer of two Shopping Centres from Coop adriatica.

- 2001: three companies controlled by Coop adriatica were merged with iGD (Did 
immobiliare S.r.l., iper San benedetto S.r.l., Centro leonardo S.p.a.)

- 2003: ipercoop tirreno became a shareholder of iGD, to later sell its shares to 
unicoop tirreno (ex Coop toscana lazio).

2005: IGD was lIsTeD on The sTock exchanGe To susTaIn an InTense 
DevelopmenT pRocess 
- listing on the italian stock exchange, with a portfolio of 7 Shopping Centres,  5 

hypermarkets and 1 supermarket. 

- a development plan was undertaken calling for investments of 810 million 
euros over the three year period 2005-2008.

2007: rgd waS founded; launch of a new three year inveStment 
plan
- RGD (Riqualificazione Grande Distribuzione) was founded, a 50-50 joint venture 

between beni Stabili and iGD

- With the investment targets being reached one year early, a new investment 
plan calling for  800 million euros was launched.

- iGD launched a capital increase of approximately 98 million euros and issued a 
230 million euro convertible bond.

1.1  1.2  1.3  1.4  1.5    IDENTITy

iGD immobiliare Grande Distribuzione S.p.a., 

listed on the italian Stock exchange since Feb-

ruary 2005, was the first SIIQ - Società di In-

vestimento immobiliare Quotata (real estate 

investment trust) - in italy.

iGD S.p.a. was founded in 2000 following the 

transfer of a large part of the real estate port-

folio owned by Coop adriatica and unicoop 

tirreno, with the aim of consolidating the ex-

perience gained over the previous years in the 

real estate sector by creating a specialised 

company capable of operating in the sector in 

a competitive manner.

today, iGD Group is a leading organisation 

in italy for the development, purchase, man-

agement and rentals of retail properties as 

well as for the commercialisation and facility 

management services offered to properties 

belonging to third parties.

1.1 about us
IDENTITy

histoRy
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the Commitment to being a siiQ

IGD was the first SIIQ (REIT) in Italy in 2008.

the special SiiQ - Società di investimento immobiliare Quotate (real estate investment trust) regime was introduced and 

governed by law 296 of 27 December 2006 and subsequent amendments, and by ministerial decree 174 of 7 September 2007, 

its aim being that to facilitate the italian real estate market, making it competitive compared to the other european markets.

the law provides that those real estate companies that predominantly deal in property rentals and equivalent (if they satisfy the 

necessary requirements*) can benefit from a special tax regime which exempts them from IRES (corporate income tax) and 

from irap (regional tax on production) on business income and production value deriving from the rental operations them-

selves. The tax relief given to the company is compensated by the obligation to distribute profits in a measure equal to at least 

85% of the profits deriving from the exempt operations. In this way, part of the tax burden is “transferred” from the company 

onto the shareholder, who, however, is not completely penalised thanks to the high share of profits received.

In order to benefit from being classified as a SIIQ (REIT), the predominant activity of the company must be company rentals and 

leasing of freehold properties (and/or other property rights). Companies that deal substantially in trading and property develop-

ment operations for the purpose of selling cannot, therefore, benefit from this regime.

* further details in paragraph 2.2.1

1.1.1  gRoup stRuCtuRe

iGD Group operates in italy and romania. the 

properties that fall within the perimeter of “ex-

empt” operations, which are in SiiQ (reit) tax 

regime, are the freehold properties in the ital-

ian portfolio.

winmagazin winmarKt
management

porta medicea

millennium
gallery

100%

60%*

15%

0,1%

100%

100%

99,9%

immobiliare larice is the subsidiary that 

groups together most of the operations that do 

not fall within the SiiQ (reit) perimeters (Win-

markt, iniziative bologna nord and the stake 

in porta Medicea for the development of the 

“porta a Mare” project in livorno).

(*) the participation was consolidated at 80% in 
consideration of the put&Call option on the 20% 
minority stake

immobiliare
grande distribuzione
società di investimento
immobiliare quotata spa

iniziative
bologna nord

immobiliare
larice
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1.1  1.2  1.3  1.4  1.5    IDENTITy

1.2.1  mission

IGD Group’s mission is to create value for its 

stakeholders.

the company believes that the way to create 

value is by means of sustainable growth.

1.2.2  ChaRteR of Values

1.2.3  stakeholDeRs

iGD’s stakeholders are the people, the companies and the other organi-

sations that add value to the organisation, they are influenced by its ac-

tivities or are otherwise interested in them. 

1.2 mission anD Values

 Honesty
 Transparency

 Far-sightedness 
 Reliability

 Optimisation
 Responsibility

because the end (whether personal or corporate) 
never justifies the means

because “we do what we say”  
and “we say what we do”

because we work for our tomorrow  
and for that of the future generations

because we honour our commitments and we do not make 
choices that jeopardise the continuity of the company

of invested capital, of human capital, of real estate capital, 
of the environment in which we operate

towards all stakeholders (tenants, suppliers, 
colleagues, local bodies, …) 

SHAREHOLD
ERS 

AND FI
NANCIAL C

OMMUNITY
TE

NANTS

vISITO
RS

AND COMMUNITY

EMPLO
YE

ES

SUPPLIE
RS

ENvIRONMENT
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1.3.1  oRganisational stRuCtuRe

1.3.2  igD’s business

iGD’s core business is represented by prop-

erty rentals and management.

iGD maintains the ownership and manage-

ment of its properties and also looks after 

the marketing and the direct management of 

the same. in order for the real estate port-

folio to be correctly optimised, a great deal 

of attention is paid to the quality and to the 

prestige of the retail offer. 

there is also a second line of business relat-

ing to services which puts to good use the 

years of experience that the Company has 

matured with the expansion and manage-

ment of its own network and this is mainly 

represented by mandates, also on behalf of 

third parties, for facility management and 

marketing.

property rentals and management include 

all those activities that are necessary to in-

crease iGD’s real estate portfolio value and 

which can be distinguished in two macro ar-

eas (each with its own specific Director):

1.3 business

Real Estate Portfolio Management  
and Development

Development
Purchase of already running 
Shopping Centres
Creation of new shopping  
centres
Development of new property 
solutions for non-commercial use 
Optimisation and management  
of real estate portfolio 
Improvement measures (extensions, 
restyling) to update and modernise 
the structures 
Supplementary maintenance and 
structural work like, roofing, system 
replacements etc.   
Ordinary maintenance of systems, 
stairs, elevators and car parks

Network Management  
and Marketing

Marketing of areas inside  
Shopping Centres  
(freehold or of third parties)
Retail optimisation and marketing 
to increase attractiveness of the 
Shopping Centres (advertising 
campaigns, events)
Operational management  
of Shopping Centres

5,3% 
6.453

other income

89,9% 
110.095

rental income

4,8% 
5.893
Service income

Figure 1 - Breakdown oF consolidated 
revenues (group) - €/000

Chairman

Gilberto Coffari

chief executive officer

Claudio Albertini

Dir. of Administration  
and legal & corporate affairs

Grazia Margherita Piolanti

Director of Finance Division

Andrea Bonvicini

Head of Planning,
Control and Investor Relations

Raffaele Nardi

chief operating officer

Daniele Cabuli

winmarkt chief executive
officer (romania)

Antonio di Berardino

Director of Commercial
and network Management

Daniele Cabuli (Interim)

director of asset Management
and Development

Roberto Zoia
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1.1  1.2  1.3  1.4  1.5    IDENTITy

1.3.3  Real estate poRtfolio

iGD Group’s portfolio is almost exclusively 

made up of hypermarkets and malls loca-

ted inside medium to large sized Shopping 

Centres.

in December 2010 iGD Group sold its 50% 

stake in rGD s.r.l. to beni Stabili Spa and si-

multaneously purchased back from rGD s.r.l. 

50% of Darsena Shopping Centre.

the breakdown of iGD’s real estate portfolio 

is still characterised by properties destined 

for retail purposes distributed over italy and 

romania and by assets in progress deriving 

from properties under construction in italy.

as at 31 December 2010 iGD Group’s real 

estate portfolio had reached a market va-

lue, calculated by independent appraiser Cb 

richard ellis, equal to 1.803,98 Ml/€ (+9,2% 

compared to the previous year).

this value has continued to increase over 

time thanks to a combination of factors: 

the significant rise in prices recorded in 
the real estate market up to the end of 
2007;

the commercial success of its existing 
centres;

the rapid process of investments carried 
out by IGD, obtained whilst maintaining a 
high quality portfolio.

10,0% 
romania

90,0% 
italy

Figure 2 - Breakdown oF portFolio Between italy and roMania

Figure 4 - Market value oF portFolio  (group) - euro

Figure 3 - Breakdown oF portFolio 

  ITALy       winMarkt       RGD

winMarkt

9,98%
PLOTS OF LAND

1,60%
OTHER

0,13%
TRADING

4,81%

0

500.000

1.000.000

1.500.000

2.000.000

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Hyper / super

26,10%
Malls

57,38%
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Romania 
• 15 DepartMent StoreS

SituateD in City CentreS 

• 1 oFFiCe builDinG

  ITALy       winMarkt       RGD

italy
the nuMber oF iGD’S propertieS in italy  

hAS REAChED 46 (InCLuDInG 50% OF DARSEnA  

ShOppInG CEnTRE), WITh ThE FOLLOWInG  

property type breakDoWn: 

• 19 MallS anD retail parkS 

• 17 hyperMarketS anD SuperMarketS

• 3 lanD DevelopMent plotS 

• 1 property For traDinG

• 6 otherS

emIlIa RomaGna: 5 Sh. MALLS, 8 hypER-SupER,

 1 lanD, 3 otherS  

pIeDmonT:  1 Sh. Mall + 1 Sh. Mall + rp

lombardy:  2 Sh. MallS 

TRenTIno:  1 Sh. Mall

veneTo:  1 lanD, 1 Sh. Mall + rp

maRches:  1 Sh. Mall, 3 hyper, 3 otherS, 1 lanD 

abRuzzo:  1 Sh. Mall, 1 hyper

campanIa:  1 Sh. Mall, 1 hyper 

laTIum:  2 Sh. MallS, 2 hyper 

tuScany:  1 Sh. Mall, 1 hyper, 

 1 property For traDinG 

Sicily:  2 Sh. MallS, 1 hyper

pieDmont

tusCany

Campania

siCily

latium

lombaRDy

Veneto

maRChes

abRuZZo

emilia Romagna

tRentino alto aDige

BIG SHOPPING CENTER - TURDA

COZIA SHOPPING CENTER - RAMNICU VALCEA

DACIA SHOPPING CENTER - BAZAU

DUNAREA SHOPPING CENTER - BRAILA
OLTUL SHOPPING CENTER - SLATINA

CRINUL NOU SHOPPING CENTER - ALEXANDRIA

GRAND CENTER - PLOIESTI
OMNIA SHOPPING CENTER - PLOIESTI
BIG SHOPPING CENTER - PLOIESTI

SOMES SHOPPING CENTER - CLUJ

MAGURA SHOPPING CENTER - BISTRITA

PETRODOVA SHOPPING CENTER - PIATRA NEAMT
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER - VASLUI

MODERN GRAND CENTER - GALATI

DIANA SHOPPING CENTER - TULCEA
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1.1  1.2  1.3  1.4  1.5    IDENTITy

1.4 stRategiC lines foR the futuRe
1.4.1  Vision

The Italian market still has interesting de-
velopment opportunities to offer…
the retail segment of the italian real estate 

market is still interesting, despite the re-

duced spending power and consumption 

changes in italian families.

… if you know how to find the right geo-
graphical presence…
a careful analysis on a local level so as to ful-

ly understand the specific characteristics and 

needs of the area is, however, a vital factor 

in order to identify correctly any opportunities 

1.4.2  2009-2013 BUSINESS PLAN

iGD has been following a carefully planned 

development policy:

in 2005, when it was first listed on the 
Stock Exchange, it launched an invest-
ment plan worth 810 million euros;

in 2007 it then launched a new 2008-
2012 investment plan worth a further 
800 million euros, with investments 
that had, to a large extent, already been 
identified with preliminary contracts 
drawn up.

Despite the considerable change in the mac-

roeconomic and sector context compared to 

the scenario on which the previous plan was 

THE PILLARS Of THE 2009-2013 BUSINESS PLAN

for new openings or for renovating existing 

structures.

… to operate with a view to sustainabil-
ity… 
never before as in this period has the deci-

sion to follow a path of “sustainable” growth, 

adopted by iGD since the start, proven to be 

so rewarding. this involves establishing long 

term relationships with the hypermarket and 

mall tenants with the aim of sustaining the 

tenants’ economic state of health instead 

of maximising its own revenues per square 

metre. 

thanks to the fact that iGD has always 

adopted this vision, today not only can it eas-

ily meet the challenges that the current com-

plex context sets at all business levels but it 

can also exploit some interesting opportuni-

ties by means of offering innovative formats 

for new Shopping Centres.

… offering new formats
iGD’s leadership is based on specialisation 

and innovation, meaning the ability to inter-

pret changes and to offer suitable responses: 

for this reason, it will focus its effort on cre-

ating and promoting new formats capable of 

satisfying the needs of the areas in which it 

is operative.

set (2008-2012), the new strategic 2009-2013 

plan, first presented in november 2009 and 

updated in november 2010, includes new 

investments for a further 150 million euros 

to be carried out in the historical centre of 

important italian cities. the new investment 

plan, culminating in 2013, totals an amount 

of 750 million euros.

The new Business plan, first of all, reasserts 

iGD’s mission to concentrate on the retail 

sector and on the italian market: the Group, 

in other words, intends to leverage its strong 

points which have always characterised it, in 

order to obtain even more positive results.

iGD also aims at becoming an even bigger 

Group. its target is to reach a real estate port-

folio value of 2.2 billion in 2013, by means of 

a growing force driven by the new forecasted 

investments. thirdly, the plan seeks to fur-

ther improve IGD’s profitability, aiming at 

raising its average portfolio yield from the 

current 6,3% to 6,5%, by means of carefully 

managing its existing portfolio and coher-

ently selecting new investments. 

these targets have been set with a view to 

sustainable growth. indeed, the investment 

plan will be financed without having to in-

crease capital and it will maintain a balanced 

debt structure that will continue to be mainly 

long term, consistent with the investment 

structure. 

This growth will largely be reflected in an in-

creased dividend yield for shareholders who 

can expect to receive a continuously growing 

dividend over the next few years. 

  Management of portfolio orientated towards guaranteeing long term yield 
  Emphasis placed on retailers’ economic balance 
  Consolidation on Romanian market (no further developments forecasted)

  focus on execution of pipeline
  Rational growth and optimisation of portfolio
  maintain quality and safety standards 

  Keep debt under control
  Finance strategy orientated towards medium-long term

Strategic 
guidelines

Commercial 
strategy

finance 
strategy

Investment 
strategy
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1.5 goVeRnanCe system
the Corporate Governance system repre-

sents the set of rules and code of conduct 

adopted by IGD SIIQ to ensure efficiency and 

transparency in the corporate governing 

bodies and control systems. iGD SiiQ, when 

laying out its governance structure, adopted 

the applicable principles and criteria recom-

mended by the Corporate Governance Code 

for listed Companies, released by the italian 

Stock exchange in March 2006.

1.5.1  CoRpoRate boDies

boaRD of DiReCtoRs
inteRnal 
ContRol 

Committee

Compen-
sation 

Committee

nomination 
Committee

leaD  
inDipenDent

ChaiRman’s
Committee

supeRVisoRy 
boaRD

Committee 
foR RelateD 

paRty
tRansaCtions

office memberS in office 
Since

in office 
until

liSt
(M/m) * eXec. non 

eXec.

indep. 
aS per 
code

indep. 
under

tuf
(%) **

n. of 
other 
app.***

**** ** **** ** **** ** **** ** **** ** **** ** **** **

chairman coffari       
gilberto 23/4/’09 31/12/’11 m X 100% 11 X 86%

chief eXecu-
tive officer

albertini 
claudio 23/4/’09 31/12/’11 m X 100% 12 X 100%

zamboni 
roberto 23/4/’09 31/12/’11 m X 44% 5 X 71%

coStalli     
Sergio 23/4/’09 31/12/’11 m X 56% 6 X 43%

caporioni 
leonardo 23/4/’09 31/12/’11 m X 56% 6 X 80%

pellegrini 
fernando 23/4/’09 31/12/’11 m X 56% 2

canoSani 
ariStide 23/4/’09 31/12/’11 m X X X 100% 5 X 100% X 100%

carpanelli 
fabio 23/4/’09 31/12/’11 m X X X 100% 4 X 100% X 100% X 100%

franzoni 
maSSimo 23/4/’09 31/12/’11 m X X X 56% 1 X 100% X 50%

gentili 
franceSco 23/4/’09 31/12/’11 m X X X 100% 2 X 100% X 50% X 100%

parenti      
andrea 23/4/’09 31/12/’11 m X X X 100% 22 X 100% X 100% X 100%

Sabadini 
riccardo 23/4/’09 31/12/’11 m X X X 67% 2 X 100% X 100% X 100%

boldreghini 
giorgio 23/4/’09 31/12/’11 m X X X 89% 1 X 100% X 100% X 100%

Santi          
Sergio 23/4/’09 31/12/’11 m X X X 89% 14 X 100% X 50% X 86% X 100%

pirazzini 
corrado 23/4/’09 31/12/’11 m X 89% 14

directorS who vacated office during the year

quorum required for Submitting liStS at the lateSt election:

n. of meetingS held aS of 1 january 2010 bod: 9 icc: 5 cc: 2 nc: 2 li: 2 chc: 7 Sb: 4 rpt:2

NOTES: * M/m indicates whether the director was elected on a Majority list (M) or a minority list (m).
 ** This column reports the percentage of meetings of the Board of Directors and its committees attended by the 

directors (no. attendances/no. meetings held during a director’s effective period in office).
 *** This column reports the number of appointments held by the person concerned as a director or statutory 

auditor of other companies listed on regulated markets, in Italy or abroad, or in financial, banking, insurance or 
other large companies. The list of these companies for each director is attached to this Report, indicating whether 
the company in which the appointment is held is a member of the group headed by the Issuer.

 **** This column indicates with an “X” the director’s membership of this committee.”

the b oard, appointed by the Shareholder’s during the Shareholders’ Meeting 
held on 23 April 2009, will remain in office until the Meeting for the approval of 
the financial statements for the year closing at 31 December 2011. 

taBle 1: structure oF tHe Board oF directors and coMMittees at 31 deceMBer 2010
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1.1  1.2  1.3  1.4  1.5    IDENTITy

1.5.1.1  shaReholDeRs’ meeting

the Shareholders’ Meeting is the body whose 

decisions express the will of the sharehold-

ers. in particular, the Shareholders’ Meeting:

approves the financial statements;

appoints the Board of Directors, the 
Board of Statutory Auditors and the 
Independent Auditors;

establishes the compensation of the 
members of the Board of Directors and 
of the other corporate bodies;

has the power to alter the Statute.

the Company, in compliance with the pro-

visions of the law introduced by legisla-

tive Decree 27/2010 which assimilated the 

“Shareholder‘s right” Directive, amended its 

Statute in December 2010 in order to facili-

tate shareholder participation in the compa-

ny and, in particular, the exercise of share-

holder voting rights.

1.5.1.2 boaRD of DiReCtoRs

The role of the Board of Directors is to define 

the strategic trends of the Company and Group 

and it is responsible for management govern-

ance. it is currently made up of 15 members 

who will remain in office for three years until 

the Meeting for the approval of the financial 

statements relating to year 2011.

The majority of the directors (8 out of 15) 
are independent. in april 2009, in order to fur-

ther enhance the role of the independent di-

rectors, the boD resolved to introduce a lead 

independent Director, appointing Director ric-

cardo Sabadini.

in order to regulate the maximum number of 

administration and controlling roles held by 

the directors, the Company, at the nomina-

tion Committee’s suggestion, has adopted the 

regulations called “restrictions to the plurality 

of roles held by the directors”.

in the above mentioned regulations, the 

idea of “plurality” does not refer to the simple 

number of roles, instead it attributes a “weight 

load” to each type of role in relation to the na-

ture and size of the company, as well as to the 

office held by the IGD directors in other com-

panies. 

in view of this, the iGD board of Directors be-

lieves that the criteria relating to the weight 

load attributed to each role and the maximum 

value permitted can vary according to whether 

they refer to the role of Chairman or executive 

director or instead to non-executive director 

or member of the board of Statutory auditors.  

Furthermore, the weight load of the role held 

varies in relation to the nature and the size of 

the company: those considered as belonging 

to Group a are the listed companies, banks, 

insurance companies and finance companies 

of significant size. In view of the predefined 

objective requirements identified by the Regu-

lations, all the other remaining companies be-

long to Group b. 

The above mentioned general criteria were first 

proposed by the nomination Committee and 

subsequently approved by the iGD board of Di-

rectors in view of the prerogative that to hold 

the role of director, the individuals  appointed 

must have enough time available to effectively 

carry out the duties entrusted to them.   

boaRD of statutoRy auDitoRs

office memberS in office Since in office until LIST (M/m) indep aS per 
the code (%) ** n. of other ap-

pOINTMENTS*** (%) **** 

chairman conti romano 23/4/’09 31/12/’11 m X 100% 19 67%

Standing auditor chiuSoli roberto 23/4/’09 31/12/’11 m X 100% 6 67%

Standing auditor gargani franco 23/4/’09 31/12/’11 m X 100% 21 67%

alternate auditor landi iSabella 23/4/’09 31/12/’11 m

alternate auditor manzini monica 23/4/’09 31/12/’11 m

    Statutory auditorS who vacated office during the year

name

QuoRum ReQuiReD foR submitting lists at the latest eleCtion:

numbeR of meetings helD DuRing the yeaR: 9

NOTES: * M/m indicates whether the director was elected on a Majority list (M) or a minority list (m).
 ** This column reports the percentage of meetings of the Board of Statutory auditors attended by the statutory auditors (no. attendances/no. 

Meetings held during the auditor’s effective period in office).
 *** This column reports the number of appointments held as a director or statutory auditor that are relevant for the purposes of art. 148-bis TUF. 

The complete list of appointments, pursuant to art. 144-quinquiesdencies of the CONSOB Issuer Regulations, is appended to the statutory auditors’ 
report on their monitoring activities, prepared in accordance with art. 153 par. 1 of TUF.

 **** This column reports the percentage of BoD meeting attended by statutory auditors (no. attendances/no. meetings held during the auditor’s 
effective period in office).

TABLE 2: STRUCTURE OF THE  
BOARD OF STATUTORy AUDITORS  
at 31 deceMBer 2010

The Board of Statutory Auditors is in office for the three 
year period 2009-2011.

independent auditors
reconta ernst & young S.p.a.
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Committees within the boaRD
nomInaTIon commITTee

the nomination Committee is made up of three directors, all of which are independent and non-executive.

Their role is propositional and advisory, particularly regarding the identification of the ideal number of Directors and the choice 

of the Company’s top figures. The Committee’s perspective is that of guaranteeing a suitable level of independence of the direc-

tors with regard to management.

compensaTIon commITTee

the task of the Compensation Committee is to present proposals for the compensation of directors with particular roles to 

the board and to periodically assess the criteria adopted for the compensation of the directors with strategic responsibilities, 

supervise the applications of the same and provide the boD with recommendations on the subject. it is made up of 3 independ-

ent directors.

A part of the variable compensation of the Chief Executive Officer and the directors is linked to the economic results obtained by 

the Company. Instead, no share incentive programmes exist for the Chief Executive Officer or the directors. 

execuTIve commITTee

The Executive Committee is made up of the Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Chief Executive Officer and two directors, Roberto Zam-

boni and Sergio Santi (independent).

The Executive Committee has an advisory and investigatory role, contributing to the identification of development policies and 

of strategic and operational plan guidelines to be submitted to the board of Directors.

in particular, the Committee is called upon to express its opinion regarding strategically important development and investment 

programmes, that is those capable of having a significant effect on the value and composition of the corporate portfolio or of 

significantly influencing the share price.

committee for related Party tranSactionS

the Committee for related party transactions was established in accordance with the Consob regulations at the end of 2010 

and took over the internal Control Committee’s duty regarding related party transactions as of 1st January 2011.

the Committee for related party transactions is made up of three independent directors and it expresses its opinion on the 

Company’s interest in carrying out transactions (that involve the two reference shareholders) of minor significance, as well as 

on the advantage and essential correctness of the relative conditions, whereas in the event of more significant transactions, the 

Committee is involved in the negotiations and preliminary investigations.

1.5.1.3 boaRD of statutoRy 
 auDitoRs 

the board of Statutory auditors sees that 

the law and the Statute are complied with 

and it has a controlling role over corporate 

management, verifying, in particular, the 

observance of correct administration princi-

ples and the adequacy of the organisational, 

administrative and account-

ing systems adopted by the 

Company. 

Furthermore, the board 

supervises the actual im-

plementation procedures of 

corporate governance rules 

as foreseen by the Corpo-

rate Governance Code.
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1.1  1.2  1.3  1.4  1.5    IDENTITy

1.5.2 inteRnal ContRol system

the internal control system of the Company 

and the Group is the set of rules, procedures 

and organisational structures that permit, 

by means of adequate identification, meas-

uring, management and monitoring of the 

main risks, a healthy, correct and coherent 

conduction of business with predefined tar-

gets.

An effective internal control system helps 

to ensure the protection of the corporate 

portfolio, the efficiency and effectiveness of 

corporate transactions, the reliability of fi-

nancial information and the compliance with 

laws and regulations. in 2010 Winmarkt was 

also included within the boundaries of the 

Group’s internal Control System, bringing to 

a close the project started in 2009, designed 

to render all the main internal procedures 

uniform.

iGD’s internal control system is made up of 

the internal Control Committee, the execu-

tive Director responsible for overseeing the 

functionality of the internal control system, 

the person in Charge of internal control and 

the Director in Charge of drawing up the ac-

counting records. 

the internal Control Committee aids the 

board of Directors in establishing the steer-

ing guidelines of the internal control system 

Risk management

in order to be equipped with tools that are more aligned with risk management and control needs than those imposed by the 

complexity of the organisation, i.e. the status of listed company, and by business dynamics, iGD SiiQ has set up a process to 

define an integrated risk management model which is inspired by the globally renowned standards relating to Enterprise Risk 

Management (erM). this “erM” model is designed to aid top Management in identifying the main corporate risks and the way 

in which they can be managed, in order to determine any necessary defence mechanisms. the main purpose of this is to adopt 

a systematic and proactive approach that includes the identification of risks, an advance assessment of potential negative 

effects, the implementation of timely mitigation actions and the continuous monitoring of the exposure to each risk and of the 

results of the actions undertaken.

the erM project, the results of which were presented to the boD in December 2010, has enabled the company to implement an 

integrated and systematic strategy for identifying, measuring and assessing the main risks on a strategic, operational, financial 

and compliancy level, carried out with the involvement of the Group’s Top Management. Furthermore, a specific project is 

forecasted to start in 2011, which has been designed to equip the Group with methodological and operational tools aimed at 

adopting in full the designated ERM model and at implementing the principal controls on the identified risks.

so that the mains risks regarding the Compa-

ny and its subsidiaries are correctly identified, 

measured, handled and monitored, defining, 

in addition, criteria that ensure that said risks 

are compatible with a healthy and correct 

conduction of business. the internal Control 

Committee is made up of 3 non-executive di-

rectors of which two are independent. 

the director responsible for overseeing the 

functionality of the internal control system 

has been identified by the BoD as the Chief 

Executive Officer who in turn has been as-

signed the tasks of identifying the main 

corporate risks, implementing the steering 

guidelines defined by the Board of Direc-

tors, proposing nominations, revocations 

and compensations of one or more persons 

in Charge of internal control. the person in 

Charge of internal control, who is the person 

responsible for the internal audit, is assigned 

the role of setting out a “work plan” for au-

dits and of verifying that the internal control 

system is adequate, effective and up and run-

ning. 

the Director in Charge of drawing up the cor-

porate accounting records is responsible for 

attesting that all the deeds and communica-

tions disclosed by the company to the market 

regarding accounting information, including 

interim information, correspond to the cor-
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1.5.3 ORGANISATIONAL MODEL 231 
 anD CoDe of ethiCs

in May 2006, iGD SiiQ adopted an organi-

sational, Management and Control Model in 

compliance with legislative decree 231/01, 

with the purpose of reinforcing its own inter-

nal control system and making it suitable for 

the prevention of legal offences committed 

by its directors, employees, co-workers or 

partners. 

the adopted model is a set of general princi-

ples, rules of conduct, control tools, organi-

sational procedures, training and informa-

tive programmes and a disciplinary system, 

aimed at ensuring that no foreseen offence is 

committed. in order to ensure that the Model 

is used correctly, the board of Directors has 

appointed a compliance committee, made 

up of three independent Directors, which has 

independent powers of initiative and control 

and which oversees the use of the model and 

the compliance with same, making sure it is 

always kept up-to-date.

the code of ethics is an integrated part of 

the organisational Model. it pinpoints the 

values and principles, which must inspire 

and characterise the Company’s conduct and 

that of all its employees when dealing with 

other parties (employees, co-workers, cli-

ents, suppliers, authorities, institutions…).

the Code of ethics and Model 231 together 

form the framework of conduct criteria 

which guarantees correctness and transpar-

ency when conducting business and carrying 

out corporate activities on behalf of iGD as a 

whole, safeguarding its position and image, 

the work of its employees, the expectations 

of its partners and of all its stakeholders.

During 2010 the board of Directors took 

steps to update the organisational Model 

following the introduction of new rules and 

regulations, as well as to include new proto-

porate documentation, account books and 

bookkeeping entries. 

the Director in Charge, appointed in 2007, 

has prepared administration and account-

ing procedures suitable for compiling both 

accounting period financial statements and 

consolidated financial statements as well as 

all other financial disclosures. 

to help this person carry out their designated 

duties, IGD SIIQ has identified a specific figure 

(person responsible for the administrative 

and fiscal procedures), who cooperates with 

other corporate functions to comply with the 

legal provisions. 

cols and a special part listing all the offences 

foreseen in the Decree with information that 

could be useful in identifying the offence and 

the defence mechanisms foreseen by the 

Company regarding the processes and the 

sensitive activities identified.

the training and informative programmes on 

the Code of ethics and on the fundamental 

contents of Model 231  (designed for Direc-

tors and employees of the Company with 

roles exposed to risks considered in the or-

ganisational Model) were carried out for the 

first time in 2006 and are repeated every time 

the organisational Model is updated follow-

ing the introduction of new rules, as was the 

case in 2008. Furthermore, all new employ-

ees are provided with the necessary infor-

mation regarding the organisational Model 

and the principles of conduct to be adopted 

whilst carrying out their duties.

1.5.4  inteRnal Dealing pRoCeDuRe

in 2006 iGD SiiQ approved the internal Deal-

ing code of conduct (related party transac-

tions), in accordance with the law introduced 

by Consob, which governs the mandatory 

disclosures and conduct concerning trans-

actions carried out by “important parties” 

of iGD, and by people closely connected to 

them, involving iGD SiiQ shares or other 

connected issues. in particular, the code of 

conduct establishes that all the non ordinary 

transactions carried out with related parties 

must be assessed by a committee of inde-

pendent people to verify a series of require-

ments, for example that they are not prejudi-

cial to minority shareholders’ interests.

This verification, which was previously the 

internal Control Committee’s responsibility, 

was assigned to the Committee for related 

party transactions in 2010.

taBle 3 -  training on organisational Model 231

110 308 100

  26   77   25

ToTal hours  
of Training

number  
of employees 

Trained

2010(N) 2009(N) 2008(N)
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2.0

SPACES TO BE LIVED IN
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2010 was an important year for iGD Group. in 

an economic context which was still charac-

terised by weak consumptions, signals still 

showing a slow recovery from the economic 

crisis and a sluggish situation in the real estate 

market, the Group obtained its best results 

ever, starting from revenues, operational mar-

gins and up to the shareholders’ dividends.

2.1.1  2010 eConomiC Results

The 2010 financial period closed with a net 

profit of 29,34 million euros, with a growth 

of  43,8% compared to the 2009 results. this 

positive change was due mainly to an increase 

in revenues, an improvement and better effi-

ciency of cost management and less devalua-

tion and change in the real estate portfolio fair 

value.

the revenues, amounting to 122,44 million 

euros, increase by 2,3% compared to the pre-

vious year. this increase was mainly due to 

the new openings carried out during the year, 

as well as to the contribution of the centres 

opened in 2009.

revenues from rentals increased by 3,3% 

compared to 2009, going from 106,54 to 

110,09 million euros. 

the divisional gross margin showed an in-

crease of 7,3%, going from 86,17 million euros 

in 2009 to 92,47 in 2010.

Direct costs, including direct personnel costs 

amounted to 23,79 million euros, decreas-

ing by 11,3% compared to 2009. General ex-

penses, including headquarter personnel 

costs, amounted to 10,15 million euros, with 

an increase of 5,3% compared to 2009. this in-

crease was mainly due to not recurring costs. 

on the other hand, an important fact worth 

2.1 CReateD wealth

2.1  2.2  2.3  2.4    SHAREHOLDERS AND FINANCIAL COMMUNITy 

 

tHe guidelines For sHareHolders and Financial coMMunity  
RELATIONS ARE:
// transparency and consistency in information disclosure towards market 
// protection of minority shareholders 

sHareHolders and Financial coMMunity

Revenues from freehold properties 97.808 101.864 4.056 4,15%

Revenues from leasehold properties 8.735 8.231 (504) (5,77%)

Revenues from services 6.238 5.893 (345) (5,52%)

Operating income 112.781 115.988 3.207 2,84%
Other income 6.874 6.453 (421) (6,13%)

TOTal revenues 119.655 122.441 2.786 2,33%
Income from works in progress 226 280 54 24,02%

other costs (6.874) (6.453) 421 (6,13%)

direct costs (23.680) (20.429) 3.251 (13,73%)

direct personnel expense (3.156) (3.368) (212) 6,71%

Divisional gross margin 86.171 92.471 6.300 7,31%
general expenses (4.220) (4.922) (702) 16,64%

payroll costs at headquarters 5.418 5.232 186 3,43%

eBITDa 76.533 82.317 5.784 7,56%
other previsions (160) (563) (403) 251 ,56%

Depreciation and amortization (899) (900) (1) 0,15%

Impairment (4.450) (3.842) 608 (13,66%)

change in fair value (13.725) (8.746) 4.979 (36,28%)

eBIT 57.299 68.266 10.967 19,14%
Financial income 2.693 2.675 (18) (0,68%)

financial charges (37.362) (38.019) (657) 1,76%

Financial income / (charges) (34.669) (35.344) (675) 1,95%
Income / (charges) from equity investments 0 (1.140) (1.140) n.a.
Pre-tax profit 22.630 31.782 9.152 40,44%
Income tax for the period (2.222) (2.510) (288) 12,98%

neT prOFIT 20.408 29.272 8.864 43,43%
(profit) / Loss pertaining to minorities  68 68 n.a.

GrOup’s pOrTIOn OF neT prOFIT 20.408 29.340 8.932 43,77%

ConsoliDateD inCome statement fy2009 fy2010 ∆ %

taBle 1 - 2010 and 2009 Full year results- €/000

“The Group obtained 
its best results ever,
starting from revenues, 
operational margins 
and up to the shareholders’ 
dividends”

noting is the reduction of total costs achieved 

by Winmarkt (-36%).

net financial charges went from 34,67 million 

euros in 2009 to 35,34 million euros in 2010. 

this is a very positive result when consider-

ing the additional loans taken out to purchase 

the new Shopping Centres, which occurred in 

2009 (but with full impact in 2010).

the tax burden, current and deferred, has an 

effect on pre tax results equal to 7,9% and this 

highlights the positive effects of IGD having 

adopted the SiiQ regime.
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total CReateD anD DistRibuteD Value  € 85.727.000

peRsonnel

€ 9.001.000

bonD-holDeRs

€ 6.911.000 

pa

€ 6.918.000

shaRe-holDeRs

€ 22.370.000

loCal Community

 € 75.000 

Company

€ 15.221.000

finanCeRs

€ 25.231.000 

iGD SiiQ Spa’s corporation stock is made up 

of 309.249.261 shares each of a nominal va-

lue of 1 euro, distributed as follows:

2.2 shaReholDeR stRuCtuRe

TABLE 2
Breakdown oF 
SHAREHOLDERS

FIGURE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF CREATED VALUE

FIGURE 2
Breakdown oF sHareHolders

2.1.2 DistRibution 
 of CReateD Value

the activities carried out by iGD create an 

economic value, a part of which is “distri-

buted” to the different stakeholders of the 

company under different forms: salaries for 

the work carried out by employees, public 

administration taxes, shareholders’ profits, 

compensation of the invested capital to bon-

dholders. the value that stays with the Com-

pany is that which remains inside it in forms 

of funds and undistributed profits.

the breakdown of iGD SiiQ’s shareholders shows 

a concentration of shares belonging to the ma-

jority shareholders, Coop adriatica and unicoop 

tirreno, which together hold approximately 55% 

of the shares, followed by the institutional inve-

stors european investors inc. with 4,9%, F&C 

with 2,07% and aXa investment Managers with 

2,01%. the rest of the shareholders are mainly 

made up of more than 150 institutional investors 

(pension funds, social security and insurance 

FINANCERS

29,4%
SHARE-HOLDERS

26,1%
coMpany

17,8%
PERSONNEL

10,5%

PA

8,1%
BOND-HOLDERS

8,1%
local coMMunity

0,1%

companies and specialised real estate funds), 

of which approximately 83% are foreign, as well 

as private investors. a considerable number of 
IGD’s current investors already follow sustai-
nability criteria when choosing investments.

 numbeR of shaRes (at 21/4/2011)

coop adriatica  128.329.438,00 

unicoop tirreno  42.186.691,00 

european inveStorS inc.  15.162.491,00 

treaSury ShareS  10.976.592,00 

f&c aSSet management plc  6.406.410,00 

aXa inveStment managerS Sa  6.200.448,00 

free float  99.987.191,00 

TOTal  309.249.261,00 

“more than 150 institutional 
investors of which 
approximately 83% are foreign”

ebitDa: +7,56%
revenueS: +2,33%
DiviDenD: +50%

2,01%  
aXa inveStment  managerS S.a.

2,07%  
f&c

41,50%  
coop adriatica 

32,33%  
free float

13,64%  
unicoop tirreno

4,90%  
european

inveStorS inc. 3,55%  
treaSury 
ShareS
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the breakdown of the shareholders is what 

characterises iGD SiiQ compared to its com-

petitors: Coop adriatica and unicoop tirreno 

have been the majority shareholders of the 

Company since the start enabling it to grow 

and develop and, at the same time, they re-

present two key business contacts of the 

Company. 

iGD SiiQ handles and enhances this particular 

set up with a view to absolute transparency: 

in order to ensure that the interests of all the 

shareholders are guaranteed during decision 

making and when formulating corporate 

strategies, iGD SiiQ has adopted, since it was 

first listed, the Corporate Governance Code 

for listed Companies released by the italian 

Stock exchange. the company’s corporate 

governance structure, that is the set of rules 

and code of conduct designed to guarantee 

efficiency and transparency in the corporate 

governing bodies and control systems, has 

therefore been set up in such a way as to en-

sure complete independence and fairness of 

corporate decisions. 

the consolidated relationship that iGD SiiQ 

has with Coop adriatica and unicoop tirre-

no as retailers, which together contribute 

to approximately 27% of the Group’s rental 

revenues, gives rise to considerable advan-

tages in terms of security and stability of the 

relative revenue flows (homogeneity of con-

tractual terms and conditions, certainty and 

regularity of payments etc.), benefits which 

have a positive effect on performance and on 

the ability to create corporate value. 

in order to guarantee maximum transparen-

cy in transactions involving the majority sha-

reholders, IGD SIIQ has defined assessment 

criteria and indicators in line with the market.

rest oF tHe world

1,2%
gerMany

3,0%
SCANDINAVIA

3,6%
BENELUX

13,9%
ITALy

18,4%
GREAT BRITAIN

20,4%
FRANCE

12,0%
UNITED STATES

27,4%

FIGURE 3
geograpHical Breakdown
oF institutional investors (in %)

“Coop adriatica and unicoop 
Tirreno have enabled the 
company to grow and develop”

2.1  2.2  2.3  2.4     SHAREHOLDERS AND FINANCIAL COMMUNITy 
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the adoption of the Corporate Governance 

Code for listed Companies calls for an annu-

al report on corporate governance confirm-

ing the application of the governance rules 

provided for by the code, establishing, there-

fore, mandatory disclosure and transparency 

on aspects like participation in meetings of 

members of the board of Directors, the pres-

ence of independent Directors, compensa-

tion policies.1

the Corporate Governance model is centred on: 

the leading role of the Board of Direc-
tors for strategic steering;

the efficiency and the effectiveness 
of the internal control system; 

the transparency of governance 
choices within the Company and towards 
the market; 

the careful regulation of  potential con-
flicts of interest; 

clear procedural rules for carrying 
out related party transactions and for 
dealing with corporate information.

to guarantee a structure capable of achiev-

ing the above mentioned goals and to en-

sure, therefore, the interests of all the in-

vestors, iGD SiiQ has adopted the following 

measures:

formation of BoD with a majority of 
independent directors (8 out of 15);

adoption of the Organisational Model 
ex legislative decree 231 and a Code of 
Ethics;

creation of a Compliance Committee 
made up of three independent directors;

creation of four Committees within the 
Board of Directors.

Further guarantees for the stability and 

transparency of the corporate governance 

system are given by the fact that iGD belongs 

to the special SiiQ regime.

2.2.1  CoRpoRate goVeRnanCe       
           anD shaReholDeRs’
           pRoteCtion

1 For detailed information on such aspects please see 
the Report on Corporate Governance and Ownership 
Structure 2010 on the website  www.gruppoigd.it (In-
vestors / Corporate Governance / Annual Report).

siiQ ReQuiRements

in order to be able to opt for the SiiQ regime, the “prevailing” activity carried out by companies must be property rentals,  

that means they must possess two objective requirements:

freehold properTies desTined for renTal purpos-
es equalling To aT leasT 80% of porTfolio asseTs.

for eaCh finanCial period, revenues deriving from 
renTals equalling To aT leasT 80% of The posiTive 
ComponenTs of The Company’s inCome sTaTemenT.

in addition to the above, there are other requirements of a subjective and statutory nature as well as those  

underlining the precise restrictions regarding ownership:

Subjective requirementS

an Spa (public limited company) 
Company Type

regisTered address in iTaly
shares Traded on ConTrolled 

markeTs

Statutory requirementS

adopTion of rules regarding 
invesTmenTs

resTriCTions on The ConCenTra-
Tion of invesTmenT and Coun-

ter-party riSkS

maximum limiT of permiTTed 
finanCial leverage

owneRshIp RequIRemenTs

no more Than 51% of The shares 
belonging To jusT one parTner

aT leasT 35% musT be floaTing sToCk and held by parTners eaCh wiTh 
leSS than 2% (at the moment of adopting the SiiQ regime)
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iGD SiiQ has been committed from the start 

to establishing an open, transparent and con-

structive dialogue with its financial commu-

nity, made up of investors, specialised press 

and independent financial analysts working 

for various brokers, both national and inter-

national, to ensure the Group’s results and 

outlook are correctly assessed. 

the commitment to clear, timely and tran-

sparent disclosure is organised by means of 

different channels and events within an an-

nual investor relations programme which 

includes presentations, conference calls 
and roadshows in the main international fi-

nancial markets and continuous updating on 

the  company website. 

Furthermore, a newsletter that analyses 

results and strategies, closely examines 

business matters and focalises on the main 

aspects regarding shares, is published eve-
ry quarter in order to satisfy the specific ne-

eds of private investors. 

throughout 2010 iGD held meetings and 

communicated with its financial community, 

always following its customary, proactive, 

open and transparent approach.

in association with the approval of the eco-

nomic/financial results, conference calls 

with the financial community are organised 

in order for the Company to present and 

discuss the relative data. During 2010, four 

presentations were held for analysts and in-

vestors:

11 March for the results of the 2009 
Financial Statement;

13 May for the 2010 first quarter results;

26 August for the 2010 half year results 
2010;

11 November for the 2010 third quarter 
results and for the Strategic Review of 
the 2009-2013 Business Plan.

numerous road shows have been held in 

london (2), paris (3) and Milan. During the 

year, the management also visited investors 

in edinburgh, amsterdam, the hague and 

brussels.

in March 2010, iGD took part in the Star 

Conference in Milan organised by the italian 

Stock exchange. later on in the year, in oc-

tober, it participated for the first time in the 

So.Gen real estate Conference in london.

Contact with different institutions was main-

tained throughout the year by means of con-

ference calls. Furthermore, iGD met with a 

number of investors, mainly international 

ones, during Field trips to its freehold Shop-

ping Centres.

as far as the channels dedicated to investor 

relations are concerned, the publication of 

the quarterly newsletter continued throu-

ghout the year and from the beginning of the 

year 2010 it was published in both italian and 

english and it is available on the Company 

website (www.gruppoigd.it) the week fol-

lowing the publication of the period results.  

lastly, the new version of the Company web-

site has been online since January 2010, and 

during this year it has been continuously en-

riched with new contents, in particular in the 

part relating to the real estate portfolio.

2.2.2 Relations with 
 shaReholDeRs  
 anD finanCial Community

2.2.2.1 inVestoR Relations 
 aCtiVities in 2010

taBle 3 - investor relations activities

type of CommuniCation 2010 (N) 2009 (N) 2008 (N) VaR 10/09 %

communicationS on corporate reSultS:

- CONFERENCE CaLLS 

- ONE-TO-ONE MEETINgS (gROUp MEETINg, LUNCh MEETINg, …)

8 5 4 60%

road ShowS for inveStorS and analyStS 7 2 2 250%

NON COMpULSORy COMMUNICaTION EvENTS (STaR CONFERENCE, 

SO.gEN. CONFERENCE aND KEMpEN CONFERENCE) 
2 1 1 100%

field tripS to Shopping centreS for inveStorS and analyStS 1 1 1 0%

“open, transparent and 
constructive dialogue with its 
financial community”

2.1  2.2  2.3  2.4     SHAREHOLDERS AND FINANCIAL COMMUNITy  
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sequently, of the removal of the stock from 

the Gpr reit 250 index, due to a reduction 

in trading. a large part of the underperfor-

mance compared to the index was made up 

in the month of october when the entrance of 

foreign investors in the stock permitted the 

listing to go from 1,20 to 1,45 euros. 

During the first few weeks of 2011 IGD fur-

ther reduced its underperformance compa-

red to the index, bringing the listing to around 

1,55 euros. 

2009. instead, from Spring 2009 until the end 

of the financial period, IGD stock started to 

steadily recover, reaching the period high of 

1,61 euros on 23 october 2009.   

in 2010 iGD stock recorded the period high of 

1,59 euros at the beginning of the year on 4 

January 2010, whereas it touched the period 

low of 1,05 euros on 2 July 2010. Compared 

to the period low of early July, at 31 De-

cember 2010 the stock price had recovered 

38,8%. iGD showed a share performance in 

line with the european index performance in 

the first two months of 2010. 

instead from March it underperformed, 

mainly due to the alienation of foreign inve-

stors for italian real estate stock and, con-

iGD shares have been listed on the sTaR 
segment of the Italian stock exchange 

since February 2005.

In the first few years of listing, the stock pri-

ce rose more and more rapidly thanks to the 

positive phase that the real estate market 

was going through and to the Company’s 

good results regarding growth. From Spring 

2007 the stock performance felt the effects 

of the general fall in the market and this con-

tinued for all of 2008 and for the first part of 

2.3.1  stoCk peRfoRmanCe

2.3 igD stoCk
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Figure 4 - igd stock price perForMance coMpared  
to italian stock excHange index (Ftse italia all-sHare) 
FroM 4 January 2010.

FTSE IT  All-share IGD

 1st QuaRteR 2nD QuaRteR 3RD QuaRteR 4th QuaRteR

OFFICIaL pRICE aT pERIOD END (€) 1,500 1,100 1,200 1,460

avERagE TRaDINg vOLUME (ThOUSaNDS) 301,2 406,3 262,9 344,9

taBle 4 - oFFicial stock price and average trading quantity in 2010

iGD stock is part of two important stock ex-

change indexes which group together the 

main european real estate companies:

FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Global Real Estate 
Index (EPRA: European Public Real Esta-
te Association);

Euronext IEIF REIT Europe (IEIF: Institut 
de l’Epargne Immobilière et Foncière).

to underline the attention and the recogni-

tion received for the work carried out by the 

2.3.2 STOCK EXCHANGE INDEXES

company on sustainability, in 2009 iGD SiiQ 

obtained a pass Status in the kempen SnS 

Socially responsible universe, the investa-

ble universe chosen by the Dutch company 

asset Management which only includes the 

businesses that are characterised by their 

social and environmental responsibility.
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medium-long term debt in compliance with 

the pre-established thresholds.

in particular, the Company established in its 

2009-2013 business plan not exceeded a 

Gearing ratio of 1,5 (ratio between total value 

of debt and net equity). at the end of 2010 the 

gearing ratio was 1,31.

the loan-to-value index (ratio between 

total loans and total real estate value) was 

kept well below the 65% limit as established 

in the business plan. at the end of 2010 the 

ltv was equal to 56,38%, which means that 

The finance strategy of IGD SIIQ is instru-

mental compared to the business and it does 

not pursue speculative goals. as the core 

business of the Company consists mainly 

in long term investments (deriving from the 

purchase and construction of properties), 

the finance structure is aimed at sustaining 

2.4  finanCeRs

16%  
Short term debt

84%  
MEDIUM/LONg TERM DEBT

 2010 2009

gearing ratio 1,31 1,37

LOaN-TO-vaLUE 56,38% 56,88%

hEDgINg LEvEL OF MEDIUM-LONg TERM DEBT * 74,1% 66,6%

average coSt of debt 3,53% 3,53%

avERagE DURaTION OF MEDIUM-LONg TERM DEBT * 12 anni 12 anni

* including convertible bonds

taBle 7 - Main Finance indicators

Figure 5 - Breakdown oF deBt

nearly half the real estate portfolio value is 

financed by IGD’s own capital. 74,1 % of the 

LTV, in turn, is covered from the risk of fluc-

tuation in rates by means of interest rate 

Swap contracts.

“the finance structure  
is aimed at sustaining 
medium-long term debt”

 2010 2009 2008 VaR % 10/09

DIvIDEND pER ShaRE (€ CENT)             0,075 0,05 0,035 50%

DIvIDEND yIELD (%) 5,14% 3,21% 3,35% 60%

TOTaL DIvIDENDS DISTRIBUTED  (€/000) 22.370.450 14.913.634 10.439.544 50%

taBle 5 - distriBution oF dividends

the SiiQ tax regime establishes that at least 

85% of the distributable profits deriving from 

exempt operations, that is those coming di-

rectly from property rental activities, must be 

distributed annually to the shareholders. 

For the year 2010 a total dividend equal to 

22.370.450 euros was distributed, fully com-

plying with the legal requirements. the di-

the stock continued to maintain a coverage 

that was not only numerically unchanged 

compared to the end of 2009 - a fact not to be 

taken for granted in a phase in which a lot of 

research departments were downsized – but 

which also boasted a high profile, in fact the-

re are nine brokers that carry out research on 

IGD, of which five are international and four 

are national.

2.3.3  DistRibution 
 of DiViDenDs

2.3.4  stoCk CoVeRage taBle 6 -analysts tHat assess igd sHares

2010(n) 4 national 5 international  total 9

2009(n) 5 national 4 international   total 9

2008(n) 7 national 5 international   total 12

vidend per share was equal to 0,075 euros, 

with an increase of 50% compared to the di-

vidend per share of 0,050 euros distributed 

for the 2009 financial period.
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when the Group proposes new development 

projects. as proof of this interest, in 2010 the 

palermo and Conegliano projects received 

offers of financing from a good eight credit 

institutions.

the iGD boD on 11 March 2010 agreed to 

propose to the shareholders, who subse-

quently approved them, the following chan-

ges to bond conditions:

lengthen duration to 28 December 2013 
to align with expiry date of current busi-
ness plan;

increase coupon to 3,5%;

lower strike price from euro 4,93 to euro 2,75.

once again there was maximum protection 

for the bondholders who had the opportu-

nity to view the directors’ descriptive report, 

which also included the positive Fairness 

Opinion issued by the Mediobanca financial 

advisor.

iMproveMent targets:

// direct meetings with at least 50% of the 
 top 20 institutional investors (2011)

// increase in financial markets visited and 
 in the number of meetings organised  
 with institutional investors (2011)

// Optimisation of communication channels 
 like the website and institutional  
 presentations 

the Company keeps up constant relations 

with banks and bondholders. 

iGD works with a number of credit institu-

tions ascribable to ten banking groups, eight 

of which are classified within the top 15 posi-

tions of the main italian banking group ran-

kings.

Due to the importance of the contacts and 

as the largest part of the debt is towards the 

banking industry, two meetings are schedu-

led every year dedicated in particular to the 

finance banking institutions in association 

with the presentation of the annual financial 

statement and with the presentation of the 

business plan.

The positive nature and confidence establi-

shed in relations with the finance banks is 

demonstrated by the characteristics of the 

debt which has a relatively low average cost 

compared to the market average and by 

the enhanced interest shown by the banks 

2.4.1 finanCeR Relations

Figure 11- type oF Financers

21%
bondholderS

79%  
banKS
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SPACES TO BE LIVED IN
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iGD’s core activity is the creation and long-

term management of Shopping Centres. 

its main target is to make these structures 

“spaces to be lived in”: spaces in which to 

spend time not only shopping but also socia-

lising, relaxing and most of all being able to 

benefit from having a mix of shops and ser-

vices together in one place.

in order to succeed in this, even under dif-

ficult conditions and in periods of substan-

tial change in consumer behaviour like that 

brought about by the enduring economic 

This process starts with defining the retail 

placement target of a new centre, which is 

based on the study of the social-economic 

context of the catchment area and on com-

petitive analysis, also with the aid of research 

carried out by specialised institutions. 

It is essential to understand the profile of the 

local inhabitants, the consumption models 

as well as the specificity of the local area for 

the enterprise to be successful. 

3.1 TENANT MIX

tHe guidelines For relations witH igd’s tenants are:
// effective Merchandising and tenant mix for target placement
// attractiveness as joint target with tenants
// strong emphasis placed on tenants’ economic sustainability 

TENANTS

taBle 1 – MercHandising Mix oF Malls (italy)

meRChanDising CategoRy 2010 (Mq) 2010 (%) 2009 (Mq) 2009 (%) VaR % 10/09

clothing and footwear 99.504 40,8%      78.768 37,1% +3,7%

hobby & media  41.177 16,9%      37.025 17,4% -0,5%

perSonal care  28.930 11,9%      26.296 12,4% +0,5%

Sport  25.032 10,3%      24.369 11,5% -1,2%

ServiceS   21.676 8,9%      20.760 9,8% -0,9%

barS and reStaurantS 18.240 7,5%      16.234 7,6% -0,1%

home  9.415 3,9%        8.864 4,2% -0,3%

TOTal    243.974 100%    212.315 100%

crisis, direct and continuous relations with 

the retailers are essential so as to have a 

nonstop comparison with regard to econo-

mic performance, marketing activities and 

facility management.

the attractiveness of the Shopping Centres 

and being able to meet the customers’ ne-

eds are the targets to be pursued in order to 

ensure profitable returns for the tenants that 

operate within them and, consequently, to 

enable iGD Group to obtain steady, positive 

results.

CLOTHING
and Footwear

41%
HoMe

4%
HOBBy

& Media

17%
PERSONAL

CARE

12%
SPORT

10%
SERVICES

9%
BARS

AND RESTAURANT

7%

“Direct and continuous 
relations with the retailers 
are essential”

3.1  3.2  3.3    TENANTS  
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Therefore, the merchandising mix is defined 

and, consequently, so is the choice of the re-

tailers, in other words the tenant mix.

in short, the choice of retailers depends on 

the local context so as to satisfy the specific 

interests and needs of the future Shopping 

Centre users, by creating new consumer 

opportunities for them and for the surroun-

ding area. in this way it is possible to create 

a merchandising mix that is complete and 

integrated with a food anchor (mainly hyper-

markets), which is confirmed as being es-

sential for the attractiveness of a Centre.

In Romania, IGD management has redefi-

ned the competitive placement of Winmarkt 

Shopping Centres, to enable them to evolve 

in a manner that is coherent with the new 

social and economic context and to increase 

the aggregation function for local community 

life.

to make the proposal adaptable to city 

centre consumer needs in terms of quality 

tenant type 2010 (Mq) 2010 (%) 2009 (Mq) 2009 (%) VaR % 10/09

MEDIUM SIzED aREaS (EXCEEDINg 400 Mq)            137.268 56%            121.020 57,0% 13%

SMaLL TO MEDIUM SIzED aREaS (Up TO 400 Mq)            106.706 44%              91.296 43,0% 17%

TOTal 243.974 100% 212.315 100% 15%

meRChanDising CategoRy 2010 (Mq) 2010 (%) 2009 (Mq) 2009 (%) 2008 (Mq) 2008 (%) VaR % 10/09

clothing and footwear 25.402 41% 20.884 37% 22.410 36% 22%

other 13.630 22% 18.050 32% 27.562 44% -24%

SupermarKetS 8.674 14% 8.180 15% 1.775 3% 6%

electronicS 11.152 18% 7.715 14% 7.184 12% 45%

entertainment 3.098 5% 1.124 2% 3.035 5% 176%

TOTal 61.956 100% 55.953 100% 61.966 100% 11%

CLOTHING AND 
Footwear

41%
OTHER

22%
superMarkets

14%
ELECTRONICS

18%
entertainMent

5%

56%  
medium Sized  
areaS

44%  
Small  

to medium  
Sized areaS

and quantity (typical location of Winmarkt 

Shopping Centres in romania) two paths 

have been followed: the introduction of 
“nearby” supermarkets, destined to fill the 

empty spaces caused by the decline in self-

consumption and direct distribution (open air 

markets) and the consolidation in the Cen-

tres of the presence of national and inter-
national chain stores that are more stable 

and capable of taking advantage of the retail 

offer. To improve viability and the movement 

of people within the building some structural 

work has been carried out in several Centres 

(introduction of escalators in Galati).

iGD believes that it is essential to have retai-

lers that represent the local area, are known 

by the local community and are capable of 

expressing the characteristics of the area, 

provided that they have the ability to render 

their business constant. 

overall the retailers that come from the local 

area represent approximately 50% of the total 

number. This figure has remained unchanged 

over the last three years and it also includes 

important national chain franchisees.

taBle 2 – MercHandising oFFer By size (italy)

taBle 3 - tenants By MercHandising category (roMania)

“In Romania, IGD 
management has redefined 
the competitive placement 
of Winmarkt Shopping 
Centres, to enable them 
to evolve in a manner 
that is coherent with the 
new social and economic 
context and to increase the 
aggregation function for 
local community life”

“The choice of retailers 
depends on the local 
context so as to satisfy 
the specific interests 
and needs of the future 
Shopping Centre users”
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53%  
over 400 mq

28%  
from 100 to 400 mq

19%  
up to 100 mq

at the same time, the search in 2010 for in-

ternational brands also continued with a view 

to increase the retail variety and to respond 

better to the change in consumer trends, 

contributing in this way to a merchandising 

innovation of the Shopping Centres.

the introduction of new customer services 

inside the Shopping Centres continued in 

2010. The good results confirmed over the 

years of the dental surgery in “Centro Sarca” 

in Sesto San Giovanni (Milan) led us to repeat 

this experience in “la torre” Shopping Cen-

tre in palermo and “Coné” Shopping Centre 

in Conegliano Veneto where two qualified 

dental surgeries are in the process of being 

opened. 

in romania, a wellness centre with a gym 

attached has been created in ploiesti; whe-

reas in Galati a new cafe-cinema “format” 

has been included on the fourth floor where 

it is possible to watch films whilst sitting on 

sofas; a games room that is directly run by 

Winmarkt has also been opened next door 

to this.

taBle 4 – tenants By type (roMania)

tenant type 2010 (Mq) 2010 (%) 2009 (Mq) 2009 (%) 2008 (Mq) 2008 (%) var % 10/09

up to 100 mq     11.772 19%     19.239 34%     27.978 45% -39%

from 100 to 400 mq     17.348 28%     16.052 29%     22.013 36% 8%

over 400 mq     32.837 53%     20.662 37%     11.975 19% 59%

TOTal     61.956 100% 55.953 100%     61.966 100% 11%

“The retailers that come 
from the local area 
represent approximately 
50% of the total number”

“The introduction of new 
customer services inside 
the Shopping Centres 
continued in 2010”

Long term, healthy and profitable facility 

management is what defines IGD’s business 

policy, which is sensitive to tenants’ sustai-

nability expectations and needs.

3.2.1  sustainability of ContRaCt 
 teRms anD ConDitions

negotiations to define the rents are carried 

out by assessing, case by case and where it 

is possible, the sustainability of the individual 

tenant’s income statement.

in particular, the extent to which the rents 

and running costs affect the tenants’ actual 

or forecasted sales proceeds (the so-called 

cost occupancy rate) is taken into account.

the monitoring of the cost occupancy rate is 

carried out both in the initial phase, when ne-

3.2 tenants’ eConomiC 
 sustainability

gotiating the contract, and for the whole du-

ration of business relations with the tenant. 

the results obtained over time have shown 

that in very critical market conditions a more 

in-depth understanding of the tenants and 

open and friendly business relations with 

each of them have made it possible to face 

and to resolve even the most difficult situa-

tions effectively.

in 2010, with the economic crisis still conti-

nuing both in italy and romania, temporary 

discounts for tenants in momentary difficulty 

were defined. When granting temporary di-

scounts and payment deferments, the guide-

lines are always the correctness and reliability 

of the tenant who, over time, must have com-

plied with the contract stipulated with iGD. 

the decision to contribute economically to 

the tenants’ sustainability was also motiva-

ted by the Company’s desire to form a con-

crete union of its own development plans and 

business proposal with those of its tenants.

Furthermore, the monitoring of facility ma-

nagement costs both in italy and romania 

continued during 2010, the approach being 

that of streamlining them without reducing 

the quality of the service.

2010 (%) 2009 (%) var 2010/2009

rentS 9,1% 9,0% +0,1

running coStS 2,5% 2,9% -0,4

averaGe COsT OCCupanCY raTe 11,6% 11,9% -0,3

taBle 5 - average cost occupancy rate (italy)

3.1  3.2  3.3    TENANTS   
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53%  
over 400 mq

3.3 faCility management

iMproveMent targets:

// Introduction of new innovative brands, even international ones, 
in line with the visitors needs (2011 in italy and romania)

// study of the feasibility of a project designed to assess the 
degree of tenants’ satisfaction (2011 in italy)

// consolidation and development of relations with main tenants 
relating to food anchors, electronic goods and leisure time 
services (2011 in romania).

in addition to marketing internal Shopping 

Centre areas, iGD, by means of its subsidiary 

Immobiliare Larice, also looks after the ope-

rational management of Shopping Centres, 

commonly known as Facility Management, 

which includes general services and acti-

vities relating to the ordinary running and 

operational aspects of the centre (security, 

cleaning, utilities management and ordinary 

maintenance). this includes also marketing 

activities like advertising and sales campai-

ConsoRtiums

gns, organisation of events and exhibitions 

aimed at increasing the attractiveness of the 

Centres and to distinguish them from their 

competitors. in order to oversee this aspect 

more efficiently, IGD has set up a central 

marketing office.

the Facility Management activities are orga-

nised and carried out by immobiliare larice 

by mandate from the consortium of tenants 

or owners. immobiliare larice manages the 

facility by putting one of its employees in 

charge. on the basis of the Facility Manage-

ment Costs budget, the consortium mem-

bers pay consortium charges in proportion 

to the size of their rented area and these 

resources are then managed by the person 

in Charge of the Facility in order to pay the 

expenses throughout the year.

to ensure maximum transparency in con-

sortium management, the person in Charge 

of the centre must comply with all the rules 

and regulations for good management (quo-

tes requested from at least three suppliers, 

services carried out only once orders have 

been signed, countersignature of legal repre-

sentative for invoice payments) and periodi-

cally share with all the Consortium repre-

sentatives, the budget and the final balance 

of the period.

the ConsoRtiums

in italy every Shopping Centre is managed by means of a Consortium, which is founded at the same time that the Centre is 

opened. the Consortiums can be made up of tenants (all the tenants of each individual shop), or of owners (only the owners of 

the shopping mall and the owners/tenants of the hypermarket).

the consortium acts by means of two Consortium organs: with regard to a tenant Consortium, these are the Consortium 

Members Meeting, which brings together all the retailers in the centre, and the Steering Committee, made up of representa-

tives appointed by the owner, one representative of the shops belonging to the “medium-sized area” category and one repre-

sentative of those belonging to the “small-sized area” category, elected during the relevant Meetings. the Steering Committee 

elects a Chairman who is also the legal representative of the Consortium, whereas the Shopping Centre Manager takes part 

in the Committee meetings as secretary and auditor. 

instead, with regard to an owner Consortium the management is assigned to a Sole Director, appointed by the two owners, 

who is also the legal representative of the Consortium.
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4.0

SPACES TO BE LIVED IN
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tHe guidelines in relations witH visitors and tHe coMMunity are:
// igd: spaces to be lived in
// centrality of local area
// Marketing which unites business plan with social one

visitors and coMMunity

“The number of visitors  
to IGD’s Shopping Centres 
went up in 2010: + 11%”

the number of visitors to iGD’s Shopping 

Centres went up in 2010: + 11% increase 

compared to 2009. the new openings in pa-

lermo and Conegliano had little impact on 

this figure as both were inaugurated at the 

end of november 2010.

instead, in romania the number of visitors 

has remained more or less steady compa-

red to 2009. in order to make its Shopping 

Centres more accessible, IGD offers services 

that complement the retail offer which are 

capable of making a visit to its facilities even 

more pleasant. on the basis of the great deal 

of experience of Shopping Centres that can 

be considered as some of the most innovati-

ve in europe, iGD is likewise focusing on the 

introduction, right from the initial layout pha-

se, of children’s play areas. in Centro Sarca 

in Sesto San Giovanni (Milan), for example, 

a playground, educational laboratories and 

4.1.1  emphasis on VisitoRs’ 
 neeDs

4.1  VisitoRs

* Data referring only to IgD Shopping Centres 

taBle 1 - total nuMBer oF visitors (italy) taBle 2 - total nuMBer oF visitors (roMania)

taBle 3 - sHopping centre services For visitors (italy)

table games have been created in a defined 

area within the Shopping Centre with the aim 

of integrating services for families and chil-

dren with the usual ones connected to con-

sumer activities. Services for visitors also 

include the availability of reserved female 

parking spaces, which can be found in over 

60% of iGD Shopping Centres. these are par-

king places situated in the points nearest to 

the entrances/exits of the Shopping Centres 

especially reserved for women in order to 

make it easier for them to load their purcha-

ses and to help mothers with little children 

and pushchairs. lastly, a shuttle service for 

visitors has been introduced in six Shopping 

Centres. 

this is especially useful to senior citizens and 

individuals with disabilities, making it easier 

for them to reach the Shopping Centres, 

which are sometimes located in the outskirts 

of the city.

seRViCe type 2010 (N) 2010 (% SC) 2009 (N) 2009 (% SC) 2008 (N) 2008 (% SC)

KIDS’ aREaS 26 84% 24 83% 21 84%

female parKing 19 61% 17 59% 16 64%

Shuttle 6 19% 5 17% 4 16%

TOTal sCs 31 29 25

4.1  4.2    VISITORS AND COMMUNITy  

2010(n)   60.135.231 2010(n)   32.552.050 

2009(n)   53.938.995  2009(n)   32.872.317  

2008(n)   47.552.049   

var % 10/09  +11%  
var % 10/09    -1%  

NUMBER OF vISITORS pER yEaR* NUMBER OF vISITORS pER yEaR*

NUMBER OF vISITORS pER yEaR* NUMBER OF vISITORS pER yEaR*

NUMBER OF vISITORS pER yEaR*
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With the purpose of guaranteeing maximum 

safety for visitors and tenants, all the Shop-

ping Centres have been created in full com-

pliance with the safety rules and regulations 

(legislative Decree 81/2008 and Ministerial 

Decree DM 10/03/1998 – general criteria for 

fire prevention and the handling of emergen-

cies in the workplace).

Safety management within the centre (risk 

assessment, verifying that safety aids and 

safety systems are correctly installed and 

working, staff training etc), is IGD’s respon-

sibility for common spaces and the individual 

tenant’s responsibility for safety within their 

own shop. 

This field of responsibility for IGD includes re-

peated controls and inspections to be carried 

out, like those on the safety of the so-called 

4.1.2 safety in shopping 
 CentRes

“suspended loads” (suspended ceilings, si-

gnboard mounting structures, multimedia 

boards or system structures that are loca-

ted in the upper part of shopping malls and 

shops inside the centres).

these structures are, in fact, prone to dete-

rioration over time and they must be perio-

dically inspected and controlled to verify the 

state they are in.

the investigation of suspended loads, which 

has involved 35 centres, began with a first 

inspection in 2009 and continued in the first 

few months of 2010 with specific surveys 

aimed at identifying possible risk situations, 

assessing priorities and recommending any 

necessary actions to be taken in order to 

render the structures completely safe once 

again.

altogether iGD invested 11.540 euros in the 

survey phase.

at the end of this phase, the Company prom-

ptly dealt with those situations assessed as 

being more in need of action. as 2010 con-

tinued, specific work was carried out on 4 

Shopping Centres. 

in the large majority of cases, the safety and 

fire prevention staff are qualified to admini-

ster first aid in the event of accidents or il-

lnesses involving customers.

Lastly, security staff is present during the 

opening hours of the Shopping Centre for the 

protection of visitors and the prevention of 

theft or other illegal acts.

also in romania in 2010 work was carried 

out on internal signposting, the modernisa-

tion of several access systems and technical 

systems and on the improvement of the se-

curity surveillance systems in Shopping Cen-

tres managed by Winmarkt.
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enhanCe the loCal aRea: the aDoption of ingastone toweR

With the creation of la torre Shopping Centre in palermo (inaugurated in november 2010), one of the obligations taken on 

by the property and regulated by the convention signed with the Municipality of palermo was that of transferring over to the 

Municipality the ownership of a very historically and environmentally prestigious artefact dating back to the 1700s and situated 

next to the new Shopping Centre: ingastone tower.

the transfer of property rights was foreseen because of the bad condition in which the artefact was in, due not only to the 

wearing effect of time but also to the unauthorised construction of various additional structures. As neither the Regional Board 

of Cultural heritage and Environmental Conservation nor the Municipality had enough funds to restore the artefact, IGD offered 

to “adopt” the tower: that is, before handing the ownership back to the Municipality, iGD put into action a salvage operation, 

the first phase of which foresaw that the building was made safe and then subsequently a second phase involved the out and 

out restoration of it. a green park equipped with park furniture and playgrounds for local children has been created around the 

tower. the purpose of the whole project has been to make the Shopping Centre an element of attraction for all the inhabitants 

of palermo, capable of contributing to the redevelopment of the densely populated borgonuovo district in palermo.

iGD’s business activities have a positive im-

pact on the community of the Shopping Cen-

tre’s catchment area. the Shopping Centre, in 

fact, broadens the retail offers and the possi-

bility of finding products and services capable 

of meeting the needs and requirements of 

the local community and, at the same time, 

it offers the local retailers the opportunity 

to have access to a constant and abundant 

stream of visitors.

 

the construction or opening of a new Shop-

ping Centre involves a number of local sup-

pliers, like building companies or manufac-

turers of furnishing elements (during the 

building phase), or local agencies offering 

cleaning or security services etc. when the 

Centre is up and running. 65% of the suppli-

4.2  liaison with
      the loCal aRea

ers of a Consortium can be connected to the 

local area in which the Shopping Centre is 

situated. thanks to both these activities and 

to the opportunities of direct employment 

within the Shopping Centre, a new opening 

has a positive impact on employment in the 

local area which can vary between 300 and 

500 new jobs depending on the size of the 

Shopping Centre.

lastly, productive dialogue with the local 

authorities has always been one of the dis-

tinguishing features of iGD and of its way of 

fitting in with new areas.

in romania, where in the past relations with 

local authorities were restricted to the fulfil-

ment of bureaucratic obligations and author-

isations, iGD is now working on establishing 

positive relations with the institutions to co-

operate in promoting the local area.

“A new opening has 
a positive impact on 
employment in the local 
area which can vary 
between 300 and 500 new 
jobs depending on the size 
of the Shopping Centre”

4.1  4.2    VISITORS AND COMMUNITy  
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iGD constantly organises events and pro-

grammes of various types inside its Shop-

ping Centres so as to foster positive and 

profitable relations with the local community 

and to attract a larger stream of customers 

to the advantage of the retailers inside the 

Shopping Centre. 

the events to be organised are always of a 

social and cultural nature, consistent with 

iGD’s history, values and roots. even though 

the value of these events cannot be immedi-

ately measured in economic terms, they are 

very advantageous for the local area.

in 2010 the choice of events revolved around 

a systematic marketing plan containing valid 

guidelines for all the Shopping Centres man-

aged by the Company. This plan specifies 

that for iGD, marketing in its Shopping Cen-

tres also means being able to combine retail 

aspects with social ones, with particularly 

emphasis placed on the demands of the local 

area. With this approach in mind, the strate-

gic guidelines of the plan are as follows:

promote projects that involve the local 
community, starting from community 
organisations, schools, parish groups etc.;

organise events that have an important 
social impact, on matters of public 
interest like lawfulness, responsible 
consumption, waste sorting etc.

on the basis of these strategic guidelines, 

the Shopping Centre can become a “space to 

be lived in” and not only a “consumer” area, 

being of interest, for different reasons, to a 

public made up of varied age groups, Falling 

within this perspective was the decision to 

equip 3 Shopping Centres with Wi-Fi connec-

tions, a number that is destined to grow in 

the next few years.

the marketing plan, which has the additional 

target of providing iGD’s freehold Shopping 

Centres with a common identity, is then re-

fined for the individual structures. Indeed, 

each individual structure autonomously 

4.2.1 eVents anD pRogRammes 
 in shopping CentRes

plans specific advertising and/or communi-

cation campaigns for the promotion of par-

ticular events, whereas the central IGD office 

directly handles all communications regard-

ing campaigns destined for more than one 

centre.

in 2010 two travelling events, which amalga-

mated the social targets of the plan, were or-

ganised in emilia romagna, with particular 

emphasis placed on the young generation:

starting in September and continuing 
until the end of the year, a travelling 
photography exhibition called “Terre 
di Libertà” (Lands of Freedom) was 
organised: it documented the journey 
undertaken by the Libera Terra 
Cooperatives regarding the lands 
confiscated from the mafia. 

“For IGD, marketing in  
its Shopping Centres also 
means being able to  
combine retail aspects  
with social ones”
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ing the decrease in the funds, raised by non-

profit organisations and associations. The total 

amount of money collected by events hosted in 

the Centres, however, increased (+ 19%).

In 2010 a marketing plan was also defined 

for Winmarkt Shopping Centres, which, even 

though based on iGD’s, was adapted to the 

romanian context. the guidelines are:

enhance the presence and the opening 
of shops also by means of co-marketing 
activities;

make the customers loyal with secondary 
activities related to public holidays;

promote and/or directly sustain children’s 
activities.

Starting from October 2010, IGD, in col-
laboration with Virtus Bologna basketball 
company, promoted the event called “A 
canestro con IGD” (Basketball with IGD), 
the purpose of which is to convey to 
young people the positive values of sport. 
The event, which will continue for the 
whole duration of the basketball cham-
pionship, has enabled young children, 
teenagers and parents to meet Virtus 
players on several days each month, 
with the aim of drawing Emilia Romagna 
Shopping Centre customers closer to 
sport, in particular to basketball.

in addition to these type of events, there are 

also fund raising activities that are prominent 

both for their importance and for the posi-

tive effect they have (the proceeds of which 

go to local development projects, non-profit 

organisations, charities etc.) and prize con-

taBle 4 - events carried out on igd’s direct initiative (italy)

eVent type 2010 (N) 2009 (N) 2008 (N)

conteStS  18 24 20

eventS  223 185 164

TOTal 241             209       184 

taBle 5 - Funds raised By igd’s direct initiative (italy)

funDs RaiseD 2010 (euro) 2009 (euro) 2008 (euro) VaR % 10/09

fundS raiSed 9.000         13.900          2.200 -35%

uncollected prizeS deStined for charity  275         12.000          2.600 -98%

TOTal  9.275         25.900          4.800 -64%

taBle 6 - associations and otHer non-proFit organisations Hosted in tHe centres (italy)

ASSOCIATIONS AND NON-PROfIT ORGANISATIONS 2010 (N) 2009 (N) 2008 (N) VaR % 10/09

local aSSociationS involved 189               79               41 139%

OThER NON-pROFIT ORgaNISaTIONS  82               25               12 228%

TOTal  271             104               53 161%

taBle 7 - results oF events Hosted in tHe centres  (italy)

 Results fRom eVents 2010 (euro) 2009 (euro) 2008 (euro) VaR % 10/09

FUNDS RaISED By NON-pROFIT ORgaNISaTIONS

and aSSociationS in igd centreS

 21.743         33.700         43.800 -35%

collection from SponSoring activitieS

in igd centreS 

 71.214         44.600         40.600 60%

TOTal  92.957         78.300         84.400 19%

tests which are a big attraction for the com-

munity and contribute to making the centre 
a pleasant meeting place in itself and not 
only for the purpose of shopping. Further-

more, the contest prizes that are not collect-

ed are given to solidarity initiatives.

in 2010 the data relating to events and fund 

raising activities show a reduction in funds 

raised by means of iGD events.

lastly, in addition to directly organising events, 

the Shopping Centres also play host to fund 

raising and sponsoring activities promoted by 

associations and organisations of the region 

(parishes, hospitals, kennels, sports teams 

etc.) which set up their own displays in the 

mall and collect donations and contributions 

for their activities or to finance charities.

the collection from sponsoring activities in 

iGD centres showed an increase, compensat-

“The Shopping Centre can 
become a “space to be lived 
in” and not only a “consumer” 
area, being of interest,
for different reasons,
to a public made up
of varied age groups”

4.1  4.2    VISITORS AND COMMUNITy  
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iMproveMent targets:

// increase in social-cultural events
 (2011 in italy and romania)  

// progressive expansion of the availability   
 of wi-Fi connections inside
 all the freehold properties (2011 in italy)

// start up of “mystery shopper” pilot project  
 (2011 in romania)

eVents anD pRogRammes oRganiseD in winmaRkt shopping CenteRs

on the basis of the marketing plan guidelines, Winmarkt organised events that took into account both the most appropriate 

partnerships and the stakeholders to be involved.

the type of events can be summed up as shown in the following diagram.

organiSation tyPe evenTs oRGanIseD

Directly organised by Shopping Centres

 national children’s festival

 children’s drawing courses

 support for civil defence activities

 free services reserved for female customers

partnership/co-marketing

institutions – organisation of events 

aimed at the institutional community 

 organisation of free events for children in partnership

   with nursery schools

 merit award in cooperation with the local education authority

 local patron festivals

 participation of the management at events organised by the embassy    

   on solidarity and/or enhancement of local production

 special rates park for historical centre residents

 organisation of spring festival

partnership/co-marketing

Civil society – organisation of events aimed

at the civil community 

 fund raising and purchase of goods for solidarity

 fund raising amongst company employees for solidarity

 spaces offered for free for humanitarian activities

as a whole, these events committed Winmarkt to an economic outlay of 12.000 euros,

showing an increase compared to the previous years.

taBle 8 - support given to local events (roMania)

2010  12.000 euroS 

2009  10.000 euroS 

2008  5.000 euroS 

var % 10/09  20%  

contributionS for SponSoring 
or SuStaining local eventS

contributionS for SponSoring 
or SuStaining local eventS

contributionS for SponSoring 
or SuStaining local eventS
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SPACES TO BE LIVED IN
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tHe guidelines For igd eMployees developMent are:
// transparency in the course of professional development
// constant assessment of skills and performance
// enhancement of internal development 
// sense of belonging and sharing of corporate values and style 
// emphasis on equal opportunities 
// commitment towards diversities 

eMployees

“IGD staff at 31/12/2010
were 104 in Italy and 56
in Romania, for a total
of 160 workers”

iGD believes that human resources are a 

strategic factor of fundamental importance 

for the development of the Group: therefore, 

in order to attract and maintain the best re-

sources, the Group is continuously involved 

in achieving the right conditions for a satisfy-

ing work environment, developing the skills 

of its employees, increasing the sense of 

belonging, fostering team work and imple-

menting training courses for professional 

development.

IGD bases its relations with its staff on its 

charter of values (honesty, transparency, 

far-sightedness, reliability, optimisation, re-

taBle 1 - staFF Flow By JoB title (italy) taBle 2 - staFF Flow By JoB title (roMania)
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37
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36
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17
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total
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total

56
total

99
total

65
total

85
total

68

2010 20102009 20092008 2008

sponsibility), maintaining, moreover, a com-

mitment towards diversities and equal op-

portunities with the aim of avoiding any form 

of discrimination (relating to gender, age, 

nationality etc.).

iGD’s workforce has progressively grown 

over the last few years keeping pace with 

business developments which have led to a 

number of openings of new Shopping Cen-

tres and, consequently, also to the reinforce-

ment of the in house roles.

IGD staff at 31/12/2010 were 104 in Italy and 

56 in romania, for a total of 160 workers.

Despite the general difficult economic con-

text, iGD’s human resources in italy have in-

creased by 22% over the last two years.

in romania, where the economic shrinkage 

has led companies to review their employ-

ment and salary levels, Winmarkt has com-

mitted itself to steering its internal struc-

ture towards its core business: outsourcing 

processes have been implemented as far 

as activities not corresponding to the Group 

organisation are concerned (baby parking 

personnel).

5.1  5.2    EMPLOyEES  
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From an age point of view, iGD’s human re-

sources are “young” (average age for iGD is 

38 years old, that for Winmarkt 43).

the search for skills that are suitable for the 

various roles has led to a corporate work-

force with a high level of education: more 

than 60% of the employees in italy have a de-

gree (of which 18% also have a post gradu-

ate master’s degree or specialisation), for 

romania this quota exceeds 70%.

iGD is committed to guaranteeing steady 

work conditions for its workers: more than 

90% of the contracts stipulated are perma-

nent employment contracts. 

iGD’s policy is to foster internal job promotion, 

rewarding existing expertise with increases 

in job classification levels and relative re-

sponsibilities. this approach is sustained by 

welcoming young people and recent gradu-

ates, to guarantee the presence of develop-

“More than 60% of the 
employees in Italy have a 
degree; for Romania this 
quota exceeds 70%”

“More than 90% of the 
contracts stipulated are 
permanent employment 
contracts. 33% of the 2009 
IGD trainees obtained full 
time employment in the 
company in 2010”

“young anD steaDy” employment taBle 3 - staFF By contract type (italy)

taBle 4 - staFF By contract type (roMania)

2010 total 2010
(% OUT OF TOT) 2009 total 2009

(% OUT OF TOT) 2008 total 2008
(% OUT OF TOT)

permanent
contractS              95 91%              90 92%              78 92%

FIXED-TERM
contractS                9 9%                8 8%                7 8%

2010 total 2010
(% OUT OF TOT) 2009 total 2009

(% OUT OF TOT) 2008 total 2008
(% OUT OF TOT)

permanent
contractS  53 95%  64 98%  66 97%

FIXED-TERM
contractS  3 5%  1 2%  2 3%

ing talents and to favour generational turno-

ver. every year a number of recent graduates 

with high potential are granted internships 

mainly within a business/network capacity. 

the trainees that show high potential during 

the internship represent an important pool of 

resources on which to draw when filling va-

cant positions within iGD.

33% of the 2009 iGD trainees obtained full 

time employment in the company in 2010.

by analysing the data relating to the year in 

question, the percentage of employees that 

started with / left the company was residual 

and therefore normal.

internShipS (italy)

turnover (italy)*

*nb: the turnover is calculated as:
number of  contract terminations (excluding those 
fixed-term) /total employees (excluding those 
fixed-term) at 31.12 of the previous year.

i 2010  7 i 2009 12 i 2008 9 i

i 2010   8% i
i 2009 10% i
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5.1  5.2    EMPLOyEES  

iGD’s pay policy is to develop the skills of its 

staff and to reward each individual with the 

right recognition for their commitment ac-

cording to their professional development 

within the Group. 

in order to correctly achieve this, a mapping 

project of iGD employee skills was created in 

2009 and, parallel to this, the job descriptions 

for the entire structure were updated. this 

led to the identification of the necessary skills 

for the individual roles and to the formalisa-

tion of the same. this mapping became the 

basis of the new staff performance assess-

ment system, which was implemented in 

2010 and complemented the already existing 

Mbo (Management by objectives) system.

in romania, iGD management has led to an 

important change to the way of defining tar-

gets, assessments and reward system. With 

5.1  people
      DeVelopment

the previous management, in fact, there was 

no assessment system defined and based on 

objective criteria. therefore, in october 2009 

a reorganisation process was implemented 

which strived to define more clearly the re-

sponsibilities of each individual and, conse-

quently, their relative targets.

5.1.1  MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES 
         anD RewaRD system

iGD has adopted an Mbo system where eve-

ry year targets are assigned to the members 

of the workforce at all levels of the organi-

sation. in particular, two strategic corporate 

targets that are common for all are identified 

and in addition to these, several individual 

targets are set regarding the specific activity 

“IGD has adopted an MBO 
system at all levels of the 
organisation”

taBle 5 - assessMent coMpared to targets (italy)

taBle 6 - assessMent coMpared to skills (italy)

2010 (N) 2010
(% OUT OF TOT) 2009 (N) 2009

(% OUT OF TOT) 2008 (N) 2008
(% OUT OF TOT)

employeeS that regularly 
RECEIvE TaRgET aSSIgNMENT/
aSSeSSment 

91 88% 90 92% 78 92%

2010 (N) 2010
(% OUT OF TOT) 2009 (N) 2009

(% OUT OF TOT) 2008 (N) 2008
(% OUT OF TOT)

employeeS that regularly 
receive SKillS aSSeSSment 39 38% - - - -

merit increaSeS awarded 
during the year 14 13% - - - -

of each person. on the basis that it is neces-

sary to recognise the high professionalism 

of the Company’s employees, during the first 

few months of every year all the employees 

with permanent contracts are given an as-

sessment of the degree of achievement of 

their individual targets (or for office workers, 

of the targets assigned to their office) relating 

to the previous year. according to the level 

that was reached (target exceeded, reached 

or failed to reach) proportions of variable pay 

are foreseen for the year in progress.

in 2010, with the same purpose in mind, 

Winmarkt implemented its own Motivational 

System, which is made up of a system of de-

fining targets starting from the top manage-

ment and then descending down the line to 

all the levels. The targets defined are perso-

nal, corporate and Group targets.

Winmarkt’s Motivational System is based 

on the group leader’s Mbo system with two 

common targets (of which one is a group tar-

get) and three personal targets.

5.1.2  skills assessment

in 2010, in addition to the Mbo variable pay 

system, the new skills assessment system 

was introduced and applied to 2009 per-

formance results. this system, intended for 

managerial staff and heads, assigns merit 

increases to those employees that have par-

ticularly distinguished themselves compared 

to the skills level required for their role.

The definition of the new system was carried 

out not only with the intention of just creating 

an incentive for performance improvement 

but also with the intention of enhancing the 

importance of integrating commitment to 

reaching targets with constant emphasis on 

performance quality.

Furthermore, the new system also enables 

the employees in the company with high 

growth potential to be identified.

punctual definition of the specific skills re-

quired for each role also means that a more 

correct definition of professional develop-

ment programmes can be made, as the 

training needs can be identified in a more ob-

jective manner and the necessary steps to be 

taken can be planned with a broader outlook.
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taBle 7 - specialised training courses (italy)

taBle 8 - training (roMania)

taBle 9 – training on saFety (italy)

162 444 630

860 euroS 1.680 euroS 1.680 euroS

5.1.3  tRaining

iGD places constant emphasis on the needs 

for staff training and refresher courses at all 

levels. part of the training is organised inter-

nally, whereas for the more specialised train-

ing needs, the employees take part in exter-

nal training courses.

the year 2010 was a year, which represented 

investment in training, aimed in particular at 

the structuring and broadening of the busi-

ness offer.

as for the previous year, the employees 

concerned took part in specialised refresh-

er courses on administration-accounting, 

tax, legal, corporate and technical matters, 

which were added to the compulsory training 

courses regarding the update of the organi-

sational, Management and Control Model 

and to the english language courses accord-

ing to role requirements.

iGD’s commercial management and the 

mangers of the larice network took part 

in a training programme focused on “the 

management of Shopping Centres”, which 

involved 3 days in the classroom integrated 

with e-learning stages.

This moment was specifically devised by 

iGD not only to meet the training needs of 

the commercial network but also to create 

an opportunity where the group of Shopping 

Centre managers could directly meet up and 

exchange ideas with each other, as these 

individuals, because of their type of activity, 

need, more often than others, opportunities 

to “group together”.

the training carried out involved 50% of the 

company staff and led to the formation of 

a training package for the management of 

Shopping Centres, which in January 2011 

was put on the website making it available to 

2010 2009 

EMpLOyEES ThaT TOOK paRT IN TRaININg aCTIvITIES (N)        104 30

COSTS INCURRED FOR INTERNaL aND/OR

EXTERNaL TRaININg (EUROS)
37.933 14.542

training hourS 1.939 342

pERCENTagE OF pROCEEDS INvESTED IN TRaININg (EUROS) 0,03 0,01

INvESTMENT IN TRaININg pER CapITa  (EUROS)        365 485

2010 2009 

TRaININg hOURS (N) 150 20 

NUMBER OF EMpLOyEES TRaINED (N)  12 4 

COSTS INCURRED FOR TRaININg (EUROS)  5.500 4.000 

the commercial network.

a useful programme for updating skills in 

the Shopping Centre sector involves trips or-

ganised abroad in order to assess the level of 

innovation on matters of planning, manage-

ment and marketing of Shopping Centres. in 

2011 a retail tour is going to be organised, 

that is, direct visits to best practice commer-

cial formats abroad, in order to meet training 

needs and to strengthen the sense of be-

longing to the company.

ToTal Training hours on safeTy 
for igd headquarTers and 

CommerCial neTwork 

Training CosTs 

the large increase in training costs between 

2010 and 2009 is attributed to the decision to 

increase both the number and types of train-

ing courses. this decision has enabled all the 

employees within the company to take part 

in at least one training course more than 

set forth by law. in 2010 all iGD employees 

took part in courses for the correct use of e-

mail, for the presentation and circulation of 

the corporate Marketing plan and for credit 

management. instead all larice employees 

took part in a course on Shopping Centre 

management. Furthermore, the number of 

employees that took part in external training 

courses increased: these were largely relat-

ed to tax obligations and new laws.

in Winmarkt the change of management and 

the radical shift in the market due to the eco-

2010(N) 2009(N) 2008(N)
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nomic crisis resulted in a review of the train-

ing programmes. The fields which have been 

invested in over the last two years are those 

relating to refresher courses on administra-

tion and tax matters (for example, insolvency 

and bankruptcy procedures) for the staff con-

cerned; italian and english language courses 

and specific events related to increasing mo-

tivation (especially regarding the sales and 

marketing area). 

training on safety at work was introduced in 

2008 (ex legislative Decree 626/1994, fol-

lowed by legislative Decree 81/08, and the 

current legislative Decree 106/2009),  des-

tined for the entire group. this training pro-

gramme continued in 2009 and in 2010 with 

specific refresher courses, also with the aid 

of multimedia teaching materials.

5.1.4  inteRnal
        CommuniCation

in order to foster an increased sense of be-

longing and the involvement of staff, it is very 

important to circulate and share information 

at all levels of the organisation. to improve 

the circulation of institutional information 

within the company, IGD has identified two 

main features: the organisation of conven-

tions and the internal disclosure of institu-

tional notifications.

the company conventions, organised twice 

a year, enable the employees to be kept up-

dated on the company’s progress (financial 

results, strategies and the development of 

the business plan, are, for example, ex-

plained). Furthermore, they are also impor-

tant because they have the purpose of bring-

ing together employees, particularly those 

that work in geographically separated offices 

(headquarters, Shopping Centres in italy and 

in romania) both during moments of training 

(for example, by hosting talks on particular 

matters of a social/culture nature) and by or-

ganising recreational activities.

Internal disclosure consists in all official 

communications addressed to the market 

and the quarterly newsletter, which summa-

rises all the main information regarding the 

company’s business, being circulated to all 

employees.

5.2.1  the pRomotion of eQual          
         oppoRtunities anD attention
         paiD to DiVeRsities

iGD has always placed emphasis on equal 

opportunities and treatment for its workers.

the recruitment and professional develop-

5.2  Quality of woRk

2010
total

of whiCh 
women

% of women 
in Role

2009
total

of whiCh 
women

% of women 
in Role

2008
total

of whiCh 
women

% of women
in Role

directorS  5 1 20%   5 1 20% 5 1 20%

managerial Staff 16   6 38% 17 8 47% 16 7 44%

headS 37 18 49% 36 16 44% 28 18 64%

office worKerS 46  33 72% 41 28 68% 36 24 67%

TOTal 104     58 56%     98       53 54% 84  50 59%

2010
total

of whiCh 
women

% of women 
in Role

2009
total

of whiCh 
women

% of women 
in Role

2008
total

of whiCh 
women

% of women
in Role

directorS  1  -   0% 1  -   0% 1  -   0%

managerial Staff 6  3 50%  6  3 50%  4  3 75%

headS 17  8 47%  17  8 47% 15  7 46%

office worKerS 32  24 75%  41  32 78%  48  38 79%

TOTal  56  35 62%  65  43 66% 68  48 70%

taBle 10 - percentage
oF woMen in diFFerent
corporate roles (italy)

taBle 11 - percentage
oF woMen in diFFerent
corporate roles (roMania)

5.1  5.2    EMPLOyEES  

vorativa e sociale delle persone svantaggiate) 

(association for the employment and social 

inclusion of disadvantaged people) iGD SiiQ 

in fact received the recognition of “Fair trade 

Company 2010” of the province of bologna.

legal provisions but as witness to the com-

pany’s sensitivity on the matter by means of 

a “best practices” policy.

in particular, in 2009, before the expiry date 

prescribed by the conventions stipulated with 

ment policies are based on welcoming and 

enhancing female talents, precluding penali-

sations connected to the possible necessity 

of reconciling family and work life which in 

some cases can limit the development of a 

the competent organs, two people belonging 

to the protected categories were employed, 

filling the places reserved by the law, one 

of which by means of an internship leading 

to permanent employment. an internship 

within immobiliare larice was implemented 

in 2010.

iGD’s sensitivity on the matter has been pub-

licly acclaimed: following an investigation led 

by a.i.l.e.S. (associazione per l’inclusione la-

woman’s career.

the workforce is predominantly female both 

in italy and in romania (with a total of 93 

women compared to 67 men) and 33% of 

the total number of directors and manage-

rial staff in the company in Italy is made up 

of women.

iGD Group pursues a constant commitment 

to employing staff that are part of the pro-

tected categories, not only to comply with the 
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iMproveMent targets:
// investigation of internal atmosphere,
 to check how igd staff have perceived decisions
 made and actions taken and to understand
 any criticalities (2011 in italy)
// in field training with the organisation
 of a retail tour aimed at a large part
 of the staff (2011 in italy)
// continuous investment for updates
 on safety at work, also dealing
 with issues requested by
 the commercial network
// implementation of winmarkt’s first structured 
 training programme (2011 in romania)
// start up of a benchmarking project
 in the eec area on formats similar to winmarkt 
 (city centres, department stores, multi-storeys) 
 (2011 in romania)

“In 2008 IGD SIIQ, together 
with the Trade Unions, 
signed a “Protocol for the 
development of positive 
actions in the field of equal 
opportunities, solidarity 
and reconciliation of work 
and private life”, which from 
that moment on has been 
incorporated as an appendix 
and an integrating part of all 
employment contracts”

5.2.2  ReConCiliation of pRiVate 
         anD woRk life

iGD is mindful of respecting the needs of its 

workers in terms of reconciling work and 

personal/family needs. this can be seen in a 

series of policies aimed at fostering a steady 

balance between private and work life.

in 2008 iGD SiiQ, together with the trade un-

ions, signed a “protocol for the development 

of positive actions in the field of equal oppor-

tunities, solidarity and reconciliation of work 

and private life”, which from that moment on 

has been incorporated as an appendix and an 

integrating part of all employment contracts.

this protocol binds the company to take 

the initiative and be proactive on a series of 

issues, amongst which continuous train-

ing, support for maternity/paternity and for 

personal/family health needs, reconciliation 

between work life and private life and eco-

nomic support in the event of difficulty. Every 

employee, therefore, can count on measures 

and means (which include paid leave or time 

off as economic support) that can be activat-

ed when facing particular personal or family 

needs.

in particular, with regard to reconciliation, 

iGD has pledged with this protocol to adopt 

organisational methods, which even though 

taking into account operational needs, are 

based on time flexibility and on the employ-

ees being able to “self-manage” their work. 

Consistently with this commitment, which 

formalised an approach that had already 

been widely adopted by the company, iGD is 

utterly willing to agree to flexible start and 

finish times and to grant part-time.

From the moment it was signed, the intro-

duction of the protocol has given rise to 3 

people being hired on a part-time basis from 

the start of their employment and to the 

granting in 2010 of two requests for leave 

due to family reasons.
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6.0
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SPACES TO BE LIVED IN
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THE GUIDELINES FOR THE SELECTION OF SUPPLIERS AND FOR RELATIONS 
witH suppliers are:
// legality as the basis of relations
// emphasis placed on local area

SUPPLIERS

4.1  4.2    VISITATORI E COMUNITÀ  

6.1    SUPPLIERS  

the group of iGD’s suppliers is made up 

mainly of service agencies that, according to 

size and activities offered, range from servic-

es that are essential for the management of 

Shopping Centres (security, cleaning etc.) to 

professional consultants or advisors (tech-

nical, legal, etc.), from the supply of public 

utilities (water, electricity, gas) to the work 

regarding ordinary and extraordinary main-

tenance.

iGD’s relations with suppliers and contrac-

tors are coherent with iGD’s values, based 

on honesty and transparency. Furthermore, 

they are regulated by specific procedures, 

which aid the company during the selection 

process and throughout the whole period of 

business relations with the same.

the guarantee of legality and the correct use 

of their workforce both play a fundamental 

role during the selection process.

6.1 seleCtion of supplieRs

With each type of supply need, from minor 

supply types to contract work in the event of 

new buildings or renovations, the corporate 

procedures stipulate that the selection take 

place by means of comparing different offers 

from various companies which have been 

previously identified on the basis of their pro-

fessional specialisation, of the existence of 

consolidated dependable relations with the 

Group, or of any specific needs with regard 

to the task at hand. the element of the sup-

plier’s reliability is fundamental in the event 

of contract work and contract of services for 

which the corporate procedures take into 

account also other factors like reputation, 

financial solidity, quality of work. 

in addition to the assessment of technical 

reliability, the Company carries out “merit” 

assessments depending on the specificity 

of the supply request: for small work and 

supply needs, the choice of local suppliers is 

preferred, provided that the quality standards 

and the more typically economic aspects are 

“Local suppliers above 
all for those services that 
are essentials for the 
management of the Shopping 
Centre; agreements on 
a national scale in order 
to optimize the supply 
conditions and standards”

met with. instead for large scale work, the 

Company pays more attention to previous 

knowledge of the supplier and the existence 

already of steady reliable relations, even 

more so if the activity is carried out in areas 

or sectors that are particularly prone to the 

risk of corruption, criminal infiltration etc.

the use of local suppliers is a target that is 

pursued above all for those services that are 

essentials for the management of the Shop-

ping Centre (from cleaning and security to 

communication and advertising agencies). 

on average more than half the suppliers are 

linked to the local area in which the Shop-

ping Centre is located. With regard to utilities, 

iGD always tries to obtain agreements on a 

national scale in order to optimize the supply 

conditions and standards and to ensure that 

the service is homogeneous throughout all 

the Shopping Centres in the network.

the new openings carried out in 2010 have 

maintained the trend of the previous ones 

with regard to the location of the suppliers: 

in palermo all the companies with which iGD 

stipulated a contract are local, and in Coneg-

liano the same is true with the exception of 

that for security.

taBle 1 - local suppliers 

2010 2009 2008 VaR % 10/09

number of local SupplierS  871 659 584 32,2%

% out of total SupplierS  62% 65% 67% -3%

6.1.1  ReQuiRements ReQuesteD

in addition to possessing the necessary qual-

ity requirements according to supply type, 

all the suppliers are asked to demonstrate 

their complete compliance with the rules 

and regulations regarding safety at work and 

regularity regarding workers’ pay and con-

tributions. to verify that the aforementioned 

requirements are complied with, the supplier 

is requested to send monthly documentation 

for the entire duration of the contract and to 

issue a bank guarantee. Furthermore, with 

regard to cleaning services, the use of hy-

gienic, sanitary material that complies with 

specific legal standards is requested and the 
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iMproveMent targets:

// Growing involvement of suppliers
 on matters relating to sustainability 

// Greater rotation in the renewal of supplier
 contracts (starting from 2011 in italy
 and romania)

pRotoCol of legality in siCily 

The most significant example of IGD’s commitment to protecting legality is the agreement entered into with the prefecture of 

Gravina in Catania, and subsequently with the one in palermo, in the months leading up to the opening of the two Shopping 

Centres. 

The first case, called “protocol of legality to prevent attempts of infiltration by organised crime during the creation of Etneo 

Shopping Centre” (2008), was the result of initiatives taken by immobiliare larice Srl (100% controlled by iGD SiiQ), ipercoop 

Sicilia Spa, iniziative immobiliari Siciliane Srl and Cooperativa Muratori e Cementisti CMC, the contractor assigned to the 

construction of the property, who submitted to the prefecture in Catania, the proposal to sign a formal commitment to ensure 

their full cooperation in order to effectively thwart any mafia style interference during the entire duration of the project, from 

the construction of the Shopping Centre to the marketing of the areas inside. 

this agreement laid down the obligation of all the signees to send all the information and data relating to all the people 

involved in the creation of the project (suppliers, subcontractors etc,) to the prefecture and to put into being all the necessary 

measures and steps in order to promptly report any attempt at extortion, intimidation of other form of criminal influence to the 

relevant authorities and public officials. These commitments were also underwritten and signed by all the subcontractors and 

suppliers involved in the project. Their not acceptance or failure to fulfil the communication obligations led to the immediate 

cancellation of the contract.

as a consequence to the results obtained Catania, the protocol of legality was also repeated in palermo and enabled the 

selection and management of suppliers to be dealt with in a transparent manner.

obligation to send documentation certifying 

the regularity regarding workers’ pay and 

contributions is a clause stipulated in the 

contract.

an aspect on which iGD places particular at-

tention during the supplier and contractor se-

lection phases and for the entire duration of 

the contract, is the absolute compliance with 

the law. in every new real estate purchase 

or development project, and in particular in 

the event of projects in parts of the country 

that are particularly vulnerable to problems 

like organised crime, illegal employment and 

unauthorised building, iGD investigates the 

criminal profile of work contractors and sup-

pliers to prevent any attempt at infiltration by 

members of organised crime and to ensure 

that the work is carried out in absolute com-

pliance with the law. this emphasis is placed 

on both large contractors and smaller sup-

pliers, like cleaning services or advertising 

(for example, only authorised billboards are 

permitted).

In particular, IGD verifies with the prefecture 

and the relevant authorities that neither the 

supplier company nor its owners (nor other 

prominent figures) have ever been involved 

in criminal affairs. At the same time, in the 

areas of greater risk, iGD cooperates with 

the authorities, guaranteeing in turn to pro-

vide them with all the information on the 

companies it stipulates contracts with.

“Complete compliance with 
the rules and regulations 
regarding safety at work and 
regularity regarding workers’ 
pay and contributions”
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7.1  7.2    ENVIRONMENT  

tHe guidelines on environMental Matters:
// protection of the environment with a long term outlook 

environMent

the Shopping Centres have an important 

influence on the surrounding environment, 

both during the construction phase (in terms 

of architectonic impact and use of resources) 

and during its life cycle (in terms of energy 

consumption and fumes caused by increased 

traffic).

there are three moments of strong environ-

mental impact during the life cycle of a Shop-

ping Centre:

planning and construction;

daily running;

restyling and/or extension.

the planning and construction phase of a 

Shopping Centre is the fundamental moment 

for defining what impact it will have on the 

surrounding landscape and on the road net-

work as well as what its energy consumption 

will be.

as iGD’s strategy has for the past few years 

been more and more oriented towards buy-

ing “ready-made” real estate projects (there-

fore in an advanced planning and/or con-

struction phase), the possibility of influencing 

the specifications to request the inclusion of 

structural variations or the use of materials 

that increase environmental sustainability is 

limited.

With regard to the daily running of the centre, 

the leverage in iGD’s possession to reduce 

the environmental impacts of its activities is 

considerably stronger and refers mainly to 

the regulation and maintenance of the gen-

eral systems and equipment and a correct 

and proper organisation of waste disposal.

From the point of view of the use of resourc-

es, even though a significant part of a Shop-

ping Centre’s consumptions depends on how 

each individual retailer uses the heating and 

air conditioning systems in their own shop, 

IGD can intervene to define standards of use 

in the other areas it controls and make the 

retailers more aware on the subject of better 

management.

the restyling or extension of a Shopping 

Centre is the moment in which iGD can re-

ally intervene by studying planning solutions 

that can improve the environmental impact 

and the energy efficiency of the building (ma-

terials, lighting system, heating and air con-

ditioning, traffic flows).

to this purpose, iGD, aware that a sustainable 

approach helps to maintain the value of the 

portfolio real estate over time, in the interest 

of the current stakeholders and those of fu-

ture generations, is currently working on the 

definition of the guidelines for the restyling 

and extension of existing properties.

“A sustainable approach 
helps to maintain the value 
of the portfolio real estate 
over time, in the interest of 
the current stakeholders and 
those of future generations”
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7.1 monitoRing
     anD aCtions

IGD’S aim is to define over the next few years 

homogeneous guidelines on how to manage 

systems within the Shopping Centres. by 

means of carefully regulating the tempera-

ture and the operating times of the heating 

and air conditioning systems, together with 

the improvement of the thermal insulation of 

the structures, it is indeed possible to consid-

erably reduce energy consumption which, if 

not monitored, can often lead to wastage. The 

first step in this direction is to obtain in-depth 

knowledge of the current consumptions in 

the network and of any critical situations, 

starting off by monitoring energy consump-

tions and separate waste collection.

an energy consumption control pro-
gramme involving all the Shopping Centres 

was implemented in 2009, by means of a 

study carried out by a specialised company. 

the analysis, which assessed consumption 

per square metre, the operating times of 

the systems, the thermal insulation levels 

and the main consumption sources for each 

Shopping Centre, provided the Company with 

a complete overview of the situation within 

“The monitoring
of electricity consumption 
demonstrated a fall
in total consumption, -1,6%”

the network and highlighted the areas of 

greater consumption or wastage of resourc-

es, recommending the priorities for future 

action.

in 2010, therefore, a plan of action was laid 

down regarding both structural work to be 

carried out in order to improve energy effi-

ciency and actions to be taken to make the 

operating times of high energy consumption 

systems more environmental friendly. the 

plan will be implemented as of 2011.

the monitoring of electricity consumption 

carried out in 2010, which analysed the same 

network as the year before, demonstrated 

a fall in total consumption (in kWh) equal to 

-1,6% compared to the previous year, with a 

reduction in energy costs for the Company 

that amounted to approximately 105 thou-

sand euros per year.

energy saving was possible thanks also to 

the fact that the majority of the Shopping 

Centres joined a Consortium which permit-

ted them to obtain lower prices due to great-

er negotiating power which would be difficult 

for single companies to obtain on their own 

on the free-market of electrical energy.

in all the italian Shopping Centres and in the 

majority of the romanian ones iGD and Win-

taBle 1 - electrical energy consuMption and BeneFits oF energy saving initiatives (italy- HoMogeneous data)

32.929.000 33.458.000 
104.894  Nd 

kwh
ConsumpTion

euros saved

2010 2009
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eneRgy effiCienCy in CentRo saRCa

One of the most evident critical points identified thanks to this energy consumption control programme is Centro Sarca in 

Sesto San Giovanni (Milan).

it was discovered, in fact, that Centro Sarca recorded levels of consumption per square metre higher than the average of the 

other centres. This difference was discovered to be caused by the presence of the cinema complex, which had longer opening 

hours than those of the Centre and therefore required the heating and air conditioning system of the entire centre to be 

operating longer too.

Therefore it was decided that two steps should be taken: first of all, the alteration of the timer settings and the temperature 

level, as well as the installation of shutters to regulate the range of the air flow according to the need of the various areas; 

subsequently, the installation of dividing wall panels in order to partition the access and linking areas of the mall according to 

the different requirements of use. This project is currently being examined by the Fire Department in order for the customary 

authorisations to be granted.

markt have organised systems for separate 

waste collection. Containers for separate 

waste collection have been purchased and 

positioned inside the Shopping Centres so 

that the waste can be regularly sorted and 

collected, whereas the waste compactors 

situated outside the buildings are for the 

separated waste that is ready to be delive-

red to operators specialised in recycling and 

disposal.

the decrease in collection in italy is closely 

linked to the choice made by many italian ci-

ties to autonomously take responsibility for 

separate waste collection by directly collec-

ting the waste from the Shopping Centres.

“IGD and Winmarkt have 
organised systems for 
separate waste collection”

type 2010 (q) 2009 (q) VaRiation %

paper and cardboard       525.295     599.495 -12%

plaStic       869.895     866.150 0%

wet        47.850       73.311 -35%

unSeparated       783.569     823.284 -5%

TOTal    2.226.608  2.362.240 -6%

taBle 2 - separate waste collection (italy)

7.1  7.2    ENVIRONMENT  
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7.2  stRuCtuRal woRk

7.2.1  photoVoltaiC system

in 2010 iGD completed its study on the fea-

sibility of installing photovoltaic solar  panels 

on shopping mall roofs in its freehold Shop-

ping Centres. as described in the business 

plan, two pilot projects are forecasted to be-

gin in two Shopping Centres in 2011. 

these systems will run alongside the pho-

tovoltaic systems already installed, or in the 

process of being installed, by Coop adriatica 

on the portions of roof above its hypermarket 

in several of iGD’s freehold Shopping Centres.

at the end of 2010 there were 4 of these pho-

tovoltaic systems, producing energy for the 

hypermarkets’ own use.

7.1.1  initiatiVes foR ReDuCing  
         eneRgy Consumption
         in Romania

the purchase of Winmarkt by iGD Group has 

led to the remodelling of a lot of the man-

agement aspects of the network, amongst 

which more emphasis being placed on mat-

ters relating to energy saving and to the limi-

tation of environmental impact.

a process regarding the rationalisation of 

network energy consumption was imple-

mented in 2008 and started by unifying sup-
plier contracts to just one operator on a 

taBle 3 - BeneFits oF energy saving
initiatives (roMania)

kwh saved 1.236.000  4.645.000 
euros saved 185.000 560.000

2010 2009

national level, eliminating the fragmentary 

nature and lack of homogeneity in the terms 

and conditions. instead, in order to monitor 

energy management styles in the different 

Shopping Centres and to identify any excess 

or peaks in use, a telemanagement system 

was introduced which made it possible to 

monitor consumptions in all the centres, to 

create a recorded history of energy use and 

to carry out centralised planning of energy 
requirements.

the new management model led to a saving 

of more than 700,000 euros over two years 

on electricity supply costs. the greatest im-

pact was noted in the first year of use (2009) 

with a logical reduction recorded in 2010.

“The purchase of Winmarkt 
by IGD Group has led
to the remodelling
of a lot of the management 
aspects of the network: 
unifying supplier contracts, 
telemanagement system and 
centralised planning
of energy requirements”
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MARINE GEOTHERMAL ENERGY IN THE PORTA A MARE PROJECT

the porta Medicea Company (60% of which is controlled by iGD by means of its 100% subsidiary company immobiliare larice 

s.r.l.) has embarked on a property development and urban transformation project in the area of the old port in livorno. this 

project, called “porta a Mare”, involves an area of approximately 10 hectares in the port of livorno in correspondence with 

the wharfs that surround the new Dock and the Mediceo Wharf, and consists of the construction of a multifunctional centre 

with retail areas, offices, residential quarters and accommodation facilities for a total surface area of 70.441 m2 (plus the 

underground floors and car parks totalling a further 62.900 m2). This project represents an important opportunity of urban 

transformation for the city with the redevelopment of the area directly facing the sea.

The analysis of the potential that the local area has to offer, especially in view of the expected energy requirements for the 

area, led to an innovative solution for the production of heat (in the winter) and cool air (in the summer) for the entire area: heat 

pumps that use the sea as a source of heat (so called marine geothermal energy).

the sea is a great driving force for energy as in winter the average temperature of the sea is higher than that of the air (around 

13°C against 3°C-5°C of the air) whereas in summer the average temperature of the sea is lower than that of the air (25°C 

against 30°C-32°C of the air). the heat pumps, either cooled or heated by the seawater instead of by air, are much more 

efficient and they offer a more economic alternative with a considerably lower environmental impact compared to heating and 

air conditioning systems based on combustion systems.

From an economic point of view, there is an almost total cutting of costs for the production of domestic hot water, which is 

centrally produced by the same heating and air conditioning system by reutilising the heat produced by the heat pumps for the 

production of cooled water, which would otherwise be wasted if disposed of in other ways.

instead of dispersing it in the sea, all or part of this heat is reused to create hot water, which only during the more rigid winter 

months must be directly produced by heat pumps, exploiting the thermal mass of the seawater (which however, is more 

efficient compared to the air). This results in a substantial reduction in electrical energy consumption: the energy advantage 

compared to direct combustion is approximately 40%.

The environmental benefit is also very evident: the energy source is completely renewable and the energy effect on the source 

can be considered as inexistent on a yearly basis as the heat taken from the sea during the heating phase is then returned to 

the sea during the cooling phase. Furthermore, the points from which the water is taken and then returned are far enough 

away from each other to prevent the occurrence of imbalances in marine microclimates.

Marine geothermal energy can, therefore, help to drastically reduce greenhouse gas emissions produced by heating and air 

conditioning systems in buildings near the coast. Furthermore, although not a priority, there is a positive effect regarding the 

impact on the surrounding environment and on the ability to integrate in a harmonious manner with the surrounding area: the 

machines are located underground and there is no need for bulky evaporative cooling towers that have an extremely negative 

effect on the environment.

7.1  7.2    ENVIRONMENT  
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iMproveMent targets:
// share with tenants best practices
 useful for reducing consumption
 and for correct waste management
// implementation of plan
 to achieve iso 140001 company certification  
 (starting from 2011 in italy)
// completion of two pilot projects regarding 
 photovoltaic systems to be directly
 carried out by igd (2011 in italy)
// implementation of plan of action
 to reduce electrical energy
 consumption (2011 in italy)
// extension to the entire network
 of separate waste collection
 (plastic and packaging, paper, glass, other)  
 (2011 in romania)
// improvement of thermal insulation
 in tulcea and cluj properties
 (2011 in romania)
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GRI-G3 CONTENTS

gRi inDiCatoR CoVeRage

the following table shows the indicators 

foreseen by the Global reporting initiative-G3, 

international reporting standard.

both the coverage level (or rather the extent to 

which the indicator is present in the iGD 2010 

Sustainability report) and the reference page 

are shown alongside each indicator. 

GRI-G3 APPLICATION LEVEL

With reference to the different application levels identified in the GRI-G3 guidelines (shown in the 

figure below), this report has reached application level C. 

Key for table below 

Coverage  T  total
 P  partial
 -  not covered
 N/A  not applicable 

Indicator type  C  core
 A  additional

gri-g3 taBle oF contents 

application level

profile

management
approach

performance
indicators

report on:
1.1
2.1-2.10
3.1-3.8, 3.10-3.12
4.1-4.4, 4.14-4.15

not required

report on a minimum 
of 10 performance 
indicators, including 
at least one on: 
economic, social 
and environmental 
performance 

report on all the
criteria foreseen
for C plus:
1.2
3.9-3.13, 4.16-4.17

management approach 
disclosures for all 
indicator categories 

report on a minimum 
of 20 performance 
indicators, including 
at least one on: 
economic, social 
and environmental 
performance 

same requirements
as for level b

management approach 
disclosures for all 
indicator categories 

report on all the 
core g3 and relevant 
sector supplement 
performance indicators  
with due regard to 
materiality. explain 
reason for any 
omissions
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oRganisational pRofile

aspeCT CODe InDICaTOr COveraGe 
level reFerenCe

STRATEGy AND ANALySIS 1.01 Statement of the chairman and the chief eXecutive office t 7-9
1.02 deScription of main impactS, riSKS and opportunitieS -

PROFILE 2.01 name of organiSation t 14
2.02 MaIN BRaNDS, pRODUCTS aND/OR SERvICES t 14-15

2.03 operational Structure of the organiSation t 17
2.04 LOCaTION OF ORgaNISaTION’S hEaDqUaRTERS t back cover

2.05 number of countrieS where the organiSation operateS t 15
2.06 nature of ownerShip and legal form t 14-15
2.07 marKetS Served t 15
2.08 Size of reporting organiSation t 19
2.09 Significant changeS during the reporting period t 14
2.10 awardS received during the reporting period N-a

report paraMeters 3.01 reporting period t 11
3.02 publiShing date of moSt recent report t 11
3.03 reporting cycle t 11
3.04 contact for  queStionS regarding the report and itS contentS -
3.05 proceSS for defining report contentS t 11
3.06 report boundary t 11
3.07 definition of Specific reStrictionS regarding the Scope or boundary of the report t 11
3.08 information regarding  joint ventureS, SubSidiarieS etc. t 15
3.09 data meaSurement techniqueS and baSiS for calculationS  -
3.10 eXplanation of the effect of changeS in calculationS N/a
3.11 Significant changeS compared to previouS reporting period t 11
3.12 gri table t 70
3.13 eXternal aSSurance -

governance, coMMitMents, 
stakeHolder involveMent 

4.01 governance Structure of the organiSation t 21-22
4.02 information on whether the chairman of the higheSt governance

body iS alSo an eXecutive officer 
t 17, 21

4.03 NUMBER OF MEMBERS OF BOD ThaT aRE INDEpENDENT aND/OR NON –EXECUTIvE t 21
4.04 mechaniSmS for ShareholderS and employeeS to provide recommendationS to the bod p 22
4.05 linK between compenSation for memberS of the higheSt governance body, directorS and 

EXECUTIvES aND ThE ORgaNISaTION’S pERFORMaNCE
p 23, 54

4.06 proceSSeS uSed to enSure conflictS of intereSt are avoided t 25, 31
4.07 proceSSeS for determining  the qualificationS and eXpertiSe of the memberS

of the higheSt governance body 
t 23

4.08 miSSion, valueS, codeS of conduct and principleS t 16
4.09 procedureS of the higheSt governance body for overSeeing the definition and

ThE MaNagEMENT  OF ThE ORgaNISaTION’S ECONOMIC, ENvIRONMENTaL aND SOCIaL pERFORMaNCE 
t 7-9

4.10 pROCESSES FOR aSSESSINg ThE hIghEST gOvERNaNCE BODy’S pERFORMaNCE -
4.11 eXplanation of the implementation of the precautionary approach -
4.12 adoption of codeS of conduct t 25
4.13 memberShip in aSSociationS -
4.14 liSt of  StaKeholderS t 16
4.15 principleS for identifying and Selecting  StaKeholderS p 16
4.16 approach to StaKeholder involvement p 41, 56 - 57
4.17 KEy TOpICS aND ISSUES RaISED By STaKEhOLDERS aND ThE ORgaNISaTION’S RESpONSE -
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GRI-G3 CONTENTS

eConomiC peRfoRmanCe inDiCatoRs 

aspeCT TYpe CODe InDICaTOr COveraGe 
level reFerenCe

ManageMent approach diScloSure on management approach
(gOaLS aND  pERFORMaNCE, pOLICy, CONTEXTUaL INFORMaTION) 

t 17, 28

econoMic perForMance c ec 1 direct economic value generated and diStributed t 28 – 29 
c ec 2 FINaNCIaL IMpLICaTIONS aND OThER RISKS aND OppORTUNITIES FOR ThE ORgaNISaTION’S aCTIvITIES 

due to climate change 
-

c ec 3 coverage of the penSion planS defined by the organiSation -

c ec 4 Significant aSSiStance received  from government -

Market presence a ec 5 ratio between Standard entry level wage and local minimum wage with regard to Signifi-
cant operating locationS 

-

c ec 6 policieS, practiceS and proportion of Spending towardS local SupplierS with regard to 
Significant operating locationS 

p 60

c ec 7 procedureS for local hiring  and proportion of directorS hired from the local community 
with regard to Significant operating locationS 

-

indirect econoMic 
iMpacts 

c ec 8 inveStmentS for "public benefit" ServiceS t 29
a ec 9 underStanding and deScribing indirect economic impactS including

the eXtent of Such impactS  
t 46

enViRonmental peRfoRmanCe inDiCatoRs

aspeCT TYpe CODe InDICaTOr COveraGe 
level reFerenCe

ManageMent approach diScloSure on management approach
(gOaLS aND  pERFORMaNCE, pOLICy, ORgaNISaTIONaL RESpONSIBILITy, TRaININg aND awaRENESS, 
MONITORINg aND  FOLLOw-Up, CONTEXTUaL INFORMaTION)

t 64-69

raw Materials c en 1 materialS uSed  by weight or volume -
c en 2 percentage of materialS uSed that have been recycled -

ENERGy c en 3 direct energy conSumption by primary energy Source p 65
c en 4 indirect energy conSumption by primary Source -

a en 5 energy Saved due to conServation and efficiency improvementS t 65 – 67 
a en 6 INITIaTIvES TO pROvIDE ENERgy-EFFICIENT OR RENEwaBLE

energy baSed productS and ServiceS and reductionS in energy requirementS 
aS a reSult of theSe initiativeS 

p 67 – 68 

a en 7 initiativeS to reduce indirect energy conSumption t 67 – 68 

water c en 8 total water withdrawal by Source -
a en 9 water SourceS Significantly affected by withdrawal of water -
a en 10 percentage and total volume of water recycled and reuSed -

BIODIVERSITy c en 11 location and Size of land owned, leaSed or managed, in or adjacent to protected areaS and 
areaS of high biodiverSity value outSide protected areaS 

-

c en 12 deScription of Significant impactS of activitieS, productS and ServiceS on biodiverSity in 
protected areaS and areaS of high biodiverSity value outSide protected areaS 

-

a en 13 protected or reStored habitatS -
a en 14 StrategieS, current actionS and future planS for managing impactS on biodiverSity -
a en 15 number of  iucn red liSt SpecieS and national conServation liSt SpecieS with habitatS in the 

areaS affected by operationS by level of eXtinction riSK  
-
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eMissions, discHarges 
and waste

c en 16 direct and indirect greenhouSe gaS emiSSionS by weight -
c en 17 other relevant indirect greenhouSe gaS emiSSionS by weight -
a en 18 initiativeS to reduce greenhouSe gaS emiSSionS and reSultS obtained -
c en 19 emiSSionS of ozone depleting SubStanceS by weight -
c en 20 no, So, and other Significant emiSSionS by type and weight -
c en 21 total water diScharge by quality and deStination -
c en 22 total waSte weight by type and diSpoSal method t 66
c en 23 total number and volume of Significant accidental SpillS -
a en 24 hazardouS waSte -
a en 25 identity, Size, protected StatuS and biodiverSity value of waterwayS and related habitatS 

SIgNIFICaNTLy aFFECTED By ThE REpORTINg ORgaNISaTION’S waSTE waTER aND RaINwaTER 
-

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES c en 26 initiativeS to reduce environmental impactS of productS and ServiceS and eXtent of Such 
impactS 

N/a

c en 27 percentage of productS Sold and their  pacKaging materialS that are recovered, by category N/a

coMpliance c en 28 MONETaRy vaLUE OF SIgNIFICaNT FINES aND TOTaL NUMBER OF NON-MONETaRy SaNCTIONS FOR NON-
compliance with environmental lawS and regulationS 

-

TRANSPORT a en 29 Significant environmental impactS of tranSporting productS and other goodS and materialS 
USED FOR ThE ORgaNISaTION’S OpERaTIONS aND IMpaCTS OF TRaNSpORTINg EMpLOyEES 

-

OVERALL a en 30 total environmental eXpenSeS and inveStmentS by type -

enViRonmental peRfoRmanCe inDiCatoRs

aspeCT TYpe CODe InDICaTOr COveraGe 
level reFerenCe

soCial peRfoRmanCe inDiCatoRs
laBOur praCTICes  

aspeCT TYpe CODe InDICaTOr COveraGe 
level reFerenCe

ManageMent approach DISCLOSURE ON MaNagEMENT appROaCh (gOaLS aND  pERFORMaNCE, pOLICy, ORgaNISaTIONaL RESpON-
SIBILITy, TRaININg aND awaRENESS, MONITORINg aND  FOLLOw-Up, CONTEXTUaL INFORMaTION) 

t 46-57

eMployMent c la 1 total worKforce by employment type, employment contract and region t 52-53
c la 2 total number and turnover rate by age group, gender and region p 53
a la 3 BENEFITS pROvIDED TO FULL-TIME EMpLOyEES ThaT aRE NOT pROvIDED TO TEMpORaRy OR paRT-TIME 

employeeS, by main activitieS 
-

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS c la 4 percentage of employeeS covered by collective labour contractS -

c la 5 minimum notice period regarding operational changeS, including whether thiS notice period 
iS Specified in collective labour contractS 

-

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
AND SAFETy

a la 6 pERCENTagE OF TOTaL wORKFORCE REpRESENTED IN FORMaL MaNagEMENT-wORKER hEaLTh aND 
Safety committeeS that help monitor and  adviSe on health and Safety programmeS  

-

c la 7 rateS of injury, occupational diSeaSeS, loSt worKdayS and abSenteeiSm and number of 
wORK-RELaTED FaTaL aCCIDENTS, By REgION 

-

c la 8 education, training, counSelling, prevention and riSK control programmeS for worKerS, their 
familieS or memberS of the community regarding SeriouS diSeaSeS

-

a la 9 health and Safety topicS included in formal agreementS with trade unionS -

TRAINING AND EDUCATION c la 10 average hourS of training per employee per year, by employee category t 55

a la 11 programmeS for SKillS management and continuouS learning that Support continuouS 
employability of employeeS and aSSiSt them in managing career end

-

a la 12 percentage of employeeS that receive regular performance and career development reviewS t 54

diversity and equal 
OPPORTUNITy

c la 13 compoSition of governance bodieS and breaKdown of employeeS by category with regard to 
gender, age group, minority group and other indicatorS of diverSity 

p 56

c la 14 ratio of baSic male and female Salary by category  -
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GRI-G3 CONTENTS

Human rIGHTs

aspeCT TYpe CODe InDICaTOr COveraGe 
level reFerenCe

ManageMent approach diScloSure on management approach
(gOaLS aND  pERFORMaNCE, pOLICy, ORgaNISaTIONaL RESpONSIBILITy, TRaININg aND awaRENESS, 
MONITORINg aND  FOLLOw-Up, CONTEXTUaL INFORMaTION) 

-

investMent and 
procureMent practices 

c hr 1 percentage and total number of Significant inveStment agreementS that include clauSeS on 
human rightS or that have undergone relative aSSeSSment 

-

c hr 2 percentage of main SupplierS and contractorS that have undergone human rightS Screening 
and relative actionS taKen 

p 60

a hr 3 total hourS of employee  training on policieS and practiceS regarding 
aLL aSpECTS OF hUMaN RIghTS ThaT aRE RELEvaNT TO ThE ORgaNISaTION’S OpERaTIONS 
and percentage of employeeS trained 

-

non-discriMination c hr 4 total number of incidentS linKed to diScrimination and actionS taKen -

FreedoM oF association 
AND COLLECTIVE 
NEGOTIATION 

c hr 5 identification of operationS in which the freedom of aSSociation and collective negotiation 
may be eXpoSed to Significant riSKS and actionS taKen to defend theSe rightS

-

CHILD LABOUR c hr 6 identification of operationS with high riSK of incidentS of child labour and the meaSureS 
taKen to contribute to aboliShing it 

-

FORCED LABOUR c hr 7 operationS with high riSK of forced or compulSory labour and meaSureS
taKen to contribute to aboliShing it 

-

SAFETy AND SECURITy 
PRACTICES 

a hr 8 percentage of Security Staff that have been trained on the procedureS and policieS 
CONCERNINg hUMaN RIghTS ThaT aRE RELEvaNT TO ThE ORgaNISaTION’S OpERaTIONS 

t 55

local inHaBitants’ 
RIGHTS  

a hr 9 number of violationS of the rightS of the local community and actionS taKen N/a

sOCIeTY

aspeCT TYpe CODe InDICaTOr COveraGe 
level reFerenCe

ManageMent approach diScloSure on management approach
(gOaLS aND  pERFORMaNCE, pOLICy, ORgaNISaTIONaL RESpONSIBILITy, TRaININg aND awaRENESS, 
MONITORINg aND  FOLLOw-Up, CONTEXTUaL INFORMaTION) 

t 44-49

coMMunity c So 1 nature, Scope and effectiveneSS of programmeS to aSSeSS and manage 
impactS on the community

p 46-49

CORRUPTION c So 2 percentage and total number of organiSational unitS analySed for riSKS 
related to corruption 

-

c So 3 pERCENTagE OF EMpLOyEES TRaINED ON ThE ORgaNISaTION’S aNTI-CORRUpTION pROCEDURES 
and policieS 

t 25

c So 4 actionS taKen in reSponSe to incidentS of corruption t 60-61

PUBLIC POLICy c So 5 public policy poSitionS and participation in  lobbying activitieS regarding public policy 
development 

-

a So 6 TOTaL vaLUE OF FINaNCIaL aND IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS TO pOLITICaL paRTIES aND RELaTED 
inStitutionS, by country 

-

aNTI-COMpETITIvE 
behaviour 

a So 7 TOTaL NUMBER OF Law SUITS FOR aNTI-COMpETITIvE BEhavIOUR, aNTITRUST aND MONOpOLy pRaCTICES 
and their outcomeS 

-

coMpliance c So 8 MONETaRy vaLUE OF SIgNIFICaNT FINES aND TOTaL NUMBER OF NON-MONETaRy SaNCTIONS 
DUE TO NON-COMpLIaNCE wITh ThE LawS aND REgULaTIONS 

-
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pRoDuCt Responsability

aspeCT TYpe CODe InDICaTOr COveraGe 
level reFerenCe

ManageMent approach diScloSure on management approach
(gOaLS aND  pERFORMaNCE, pOLICy, ORgaNISaTIONaL RESpONSIBILITy, TRaININg aND awaRENESS, 
MONITORINg aND  FOLLOw-Up, CONTEXTUaL INFORMaTION) 

N/a

consuMer HealtH and 
SAFETy 

c pr 1 LIFE CyCLE STagES OF pRODUCTS/SERvICES IN whICh  IMpaCTS ON hEaLTh aND SaFETy aRE aSSESSED N/a
a pr 2 TOTaL NUMBER OF INCIDENTS OF NON-COMpLIaNCE REgaRDINg hEaLTh 

aND SaFETy OF pRODUCTS/SERvICES 
N/a

PRODUCT AND SERVICE 
LABELLING 

c pr 3 type of product and Service information required  N/a
a pr 4 TOTaL NUMBER OF INCIDENTS OF NON-COMpLIaNCE REgaRDINg pRODUCT aND SERvICE LaBELLINg N/a
a pr 5 policieS relating to cuStomer SatiSfaction N/a

ADVERTISING 
and Marketing 
coMMunications

c pr 6 programmeS of compliance with lawS and StandardS regarding marKeting and advertiSing N/a
a pr 7 TOTaL NUMBER OF INCIDENTS OF NON-COMpLIaNCE wITh LawS aND STaNDaRDS 

regarding marKeting and advertiSing 
N/a

RESPECT FOR PRIVACy a pr 8 total number of documented complaintS N/a

coMpliance c pr 9 MONETaRy vaLUE OF MaIN SaNCTIONS FOR NON-COMpLIaNCE wITh LawS OR REgULaTIONS REgaRDINg 
the proviSion and uSe of productS and ServiceS  

N/a
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